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ABSTRACT

Banks have performed a vital role in financing the
development of oil and gas projects. As the projects have
become increasingly more complex and expensive, banks have 
been asked to accept more of the project related risks in 
return for_ a higher lending rate.

The ~♦•'anges occurring in this area of lending have been 
quite dramatic over the last decade. In fact, it has out
paced the body of literature dealing with the subject
matter. This thesis addresses development financing within a 
holistic framework whereby the technical, economic, and 
financial components are formulated in detail and then 
synthesized into a procedure for banks to use in analyzing 
these projects. The procedure is applicable to both bankers 
and engineers who must work in tandem to effect the overall 
intergration of their disciplines.

The engineering discussion provides the basis for 
assessing technical risks which, in conjunction with 
assessment of other project risks which are analyzed in less 
detail, is used to tailor financing structures for oil and 
gas development projects which minimize the risks to the bank 
while maximizing the financial objectives of the borrower.
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CHAPTER 1 

OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT FINANCING

1.1 Purpose And Statement

Energy is a vital part of our economy and the 
exploration for and development of the energy reserves of 
tomorrow is becoming increasingly more difficult and 
expensive. Banks have played an integral role in this task 
by helping to finance those projects which they feel are 
economically viable. As projects become larger, more 
complex, and more expensive, banks are asked to accept 
project risks which, in the past, would have been 
considered inappropriate. However, due to the 
institutionalization of engineering groups within banks 
themselves, these risks can be analyzed and quantified to 
the extent that banks are willing to accept them given the 
high potential rewards commensurate with accepting such 
risks.

As new oil and gas reserves are located in more remote 
areas, banks will be asked increasingly to commit their 
financial resources to developing them because of the 
massive capital outlays involved. An extreme example of 
this, is the Alaskan pipeline project. Not only is this
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type of financing going to become more prevalent, but also 
more important, as oil companies will need to use their 
capital for more expensive exploration ventures.

A small body of literature is available on oil and gas 
lending, but it has not kept pace with the growth in the 
field. It consists mainly of short articles which 
describe, very generally, one bank or another's approach to 
reserve-based lending, as opposed to balance sheet or 
corporate lending. There is little, if any, technical 
literature written on a serious level for non-engineers 
which is specifically aimed at reserve based lending. 
Equally, it can be said, that there is little or no 
literature available to both engineers and bankers on how 
project risks, technical in particular, impact such 
decisions such as how much debt a project can support or 
how a financing should be structured. This, to a high 
degree, is due to banks' desire to keep their approach 
secret from other banks. With the recent criticism of 
banks in the wake of the Penn Square Bank failure, it is an 
appropriate time to address the technical, economic, and 
financial aspects of financing development projects in a 
comprehensive, integrated, and contemporary manner. In 
doing so, the technical discussion will be developed so 
that non-engineers, bankers in particular, are better able 
to gain an understanding of the methods and limitations

- 2 -
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used to assess technical risks. Particular attention will 
be paid to reserve risk. On the other hand, the financial 
discussion should enable engineers to develop an 
understanding of how the technical risks, as well as other 
risks, are used to tailor financing structures which 
minimize risk to the bank while maximizing loan amount.

Given the current environment in energy banking coupled 
with the nature of lending against oil and gas reserves, a 
pragmatic and holistic approach to financing the 
development of oil and gas reserves will be established by 
the author. First, even before banks begin lending in this 
specialized area, they should have established a philosophy 
defining the type of companies and projects that are 
desireable additions to their loan portfolios.
Furthermore, once a philosophy has been established, 
companies and projects should be screened to prevent wasted 
time and effort on situations which do not pose any 
long-run rewards. Second, once certain projects have been 
selected for further analysis, rigorous engineering, 
economic and financial evaluation must be employed so that 
banks can determine the amount of money they will lend and 
under what specific terms. The engineering, economic, and 
financial analysis will first be discussed in isolation and 
then synthesized into a conceptual framework from which a 
project can be viewed not simply as an isolated occurrence
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but as an integral component of an evolving business entity.
The synthesis developed by the author will be 

manifested in a computer model comprised of engineering, 
economic, and financial inputs. These inputs will be 
introduced in Chapter 3 in some detail before they are used 
in the model construction process. Their discussion will 
cover (1) what the input is, (2) how values for it are 
determined, (3) how much certainty there is regarding those 
values, and (4) sources of general information from which 
to check the reasonability of values assigned to the 
inputs. The model will then be used to illustrate the 
concepts developed in the financial section. These 
concepts will be contrasted with procedures, which the 
author has observed in widespread use in the banking 
industry, that are not supported by sound technical, 
economic, and financial reasoning.

1.2 Oil and Gas Lending

Oil and gas lending is a highly specialized area of 
banking which involves lending to integrated oil companies, 
exploration and production companies, drilling companies, 
service companies, refining and marketing companies, and 
oil and gas pipeline companies. It requires a complete 
technical staff, including experienced petroleum engineers,
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to be done properly. In addition, the oil and gas banker 
must fully understand the industry. This understanding 
must include basic knowledge of oil and gas operations, oil 
and gas accounting procedures, terminology, lease 
obligations, marketing, contracts, and accepted ways of 
doing business.

Commercial banks actively began lending to oil and gas 
companies in the early 1930's. The practice has continued 
ever since and has increased in surges related to 
legislative, market, technological, and political stimuli 
(Dodson, 1960, p. 19). Throughout the 1970's, banks became 
increasingly aware of the large profits to be realized from 
oil and gas lending and entered the market more rapidly.
The trend in the very early 1980's was fierce competition 
among the banks for oil and gas loans to add to their 
rapidly growing energy portfolios. This competition 
manifested itself in such phenomena as out-of-town banks 
opening loan production offices in energy centers in record 
numbers. By February of 1982, Denver, Colorado, for 
example, had, in addition to the regional banks, 26 loan 
production offices with five more possible, where one and a 
half years before there were only seven loan production 
offices (Gill, 1982, p. 99). More recently, with the 
decline in oil prices and the failure of the Penn Square 
Bank, most banks have eased up and are taking a somewhat
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more cautious approach.
The financial requirements of the oil and gas industry 

have also been increasing as new companies spring up, 
related service industries grow, and exploration and 
development occurs in more remote and less accessible 
areas. However, the market simply cannot support the 
number of banks which have entered it at the regional 
level. In an attempt to justify their existence, banks 
have engaged in one-upmanship, often ignoring the bounds of 
common sense, merely to book more oil and gas loans. The 
overall effect has been liberal loan-to-assest-value 
relationships, banks accepting precompletion risks, intense 
loan pricing competition, and loans to less than marginal 
oil companies. The fact is, banks are taking on more of 
the risk than in the past.

1.3 Oil and Gas Development Projects

Oil and gas development projects begin once the 
exploration phase has been completed. Banks will not lend 
on a project basis to exploration ventures because of their 
inherent risk. Once exploration has resulted in 
quantifiable and economically producible oil and gas 
reserves which will generate cash flows, banks will take an 
active role in lending.

- 6 -
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There are many types of projects which can be defined 
as "development". There are certain general categories 
under which most of these projects fall. Development 
drilling is the most prevalent type project. As the name 
implies, it is the drilling of wells in an area already 
proved to be productive. The area could be onshore or 
offshore. The key word is "proved", and a thorough 
discussion of proved reserves will be presented in 
Chapter 3.

Typically, an oil and gas company will either have 
insufficient cash flow from existing production to finance 
development drilling internally or would like more leverage 
when it approaches the bank for a financing. The request 
could amount to as much as 100 percent of the drilling and 
completion costs, with no equity contribution, to be paid 
back from cash flow generated by the development wells.

Another common development situation is pipeline and 
gas processing plant construction projects. For example, 
if several gas wells have been completed and tested but are 
shutin pending construction of a pipeline and/or gas plant, 
either the operators of those wells or a utility may wish 
to borrow the funds necessary for construction. The loan 
would be paid back from the cash flow generated by the 
facility. This situation often occurs in conjunction with 
development drilling and may result in an impasse
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situation. Development drilling does not generate cash 
flow if there is no immediate market, and hence no sales 
are possible. Other cash flow generating projects appear 
more attractive and further development wells would not be 

drilled until a pipeline is built. On the other hand, a 
pipeline or gas plant must be economically justified based 
on moving or processing a given amount of reserves. If the 
extent of the reserves is small due to the lack of 
development drilling, then construction of the facilities 
may be postponed until more wells are drilled.

Finally, secondary recovery operations, installed under 
appropriate conditions, may be considered as development 
projects.

The common denominator in all three categories is that 
there are proven reserves and, in order to develop these 
reserves, there is a period during which the project faces 
various completion risks related to the technical aspects 
of the project and also requires large amounts of capital 
to effect a completion.

1.4 Oil and Gas Development Financing

As previously mentioned, loans used to finance oil and 
gas development projects are usually repaid from project 
cash flows. This procedure is refered to as project

- 8 -
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lending or project finance. Project finance is defined as:

A financing of a particular economic unit in which 
the lender is satisfied to look initially to the cash 
flows and earnings of that economic unit as the 
source of funds from which a loan is to be repaid and 
to the assets of the economic unit as collateral for 
the loan (Nevitt, 1979, p. 13).

Banks cannot take on equity risk with depositors' money. 
They must feel secure of repayment from project cash flow
or borrower guarantees. The amount of recourse the lender
has back to the borrower in addition to the project's 
assets determines the degree of "project financing". That
is, the less recourse to the borrower, the more
project-finance oriented, and the more recourse to the 
borrower, the more balance-sheet oriented. The ideal 
financing, from the borrower's perspective, is completely 
nonrecourse and does not affect his credit rating or 
balance sheet. This total effect can be accomplished 
through creative use of subsidiaries, equity investments, 
leasing, and non-recourse project loans.

In the fervor of banking competition, it is more 
important than ever for banks (1) to adequately measure 
reserve, completion, and other technical risks through 
detailed engineering reports by in-house engineering 
staffs, (2) to minimize credit and technical risks by 
obtaining appropriate guarantees from borrowers or

-9-
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interested third parties thereby delineating the degree of 
recourse, and (3) to apply sound lending parameters with 
respect to loan amounts, loan structures, and loan 
pricing. The success of a bank in oil and gas development 
financing depends on its ability to minimize risk and 
recourse while maximizing leverage and liquidity.

If a bank applies guidelines which are too restrictive 
in the areas of reserves, guarantees, or lending 
parameters, it will forfeit most of the lucrative 
business. On the other hand, if a bank is too liberal in 
its guidelines, the result will be problem loans and 
write-offs. The old risk/reward analysis is appropriate. 
Since banks take on more risk in project lending, they 
require more return. Consequently, project lending is more 
expensive than straight corporate borrowing. The reward 
for the bank is a higher lending rate. The major risks to 
the bank are (1) overestimation of reserves and production 
rates, (2) delays in project completion and hence delays in 
anticipated cash flows, (3) cost overruns, (4) technical 
failures, (5) uninsured casualty losses, (6) government 
interference, (7) product price decreases, (8) loss of 
market position, (9) poor management, and (10) drastic 
increase in interest rates.

These risks cannot be understated, as the recent 
failure of the Penn Square Bank of Oklahoma City has

-10-
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shown. Those familiar with the Penn Square transactions 
have attributed the bank's failure to "very aggressive 
lending to oil and gas producers" (Wall Street Journal,
July 2, 1982 p. 4). Problem oil and gas loans are not 
unique to the Penn Square Bank. For example, $2 billion 
worth of energy-related loans were sold by the Penn Square 
Bank to such well-known energy banks as Continental 
Illinois and Chase Manhattan. These loans have been 
classified as problem loans by the Comptroller of the U.S. 
Currency (Wall Street Journal, July 2, 1982, p. 4).

The largest single purchaser of the problem loans was 
Continental Illinois with $1 billion worth. In addition to 
those loans, Continental has other highly publicized 
problem loans in its energy portfolio, amounting to 
hundreds of millions of dollars (Wall Street Journal, July 
2, 1982, p. 4). The real shock is that the Continental 
Illinois Bank has long been regarded as the premiere oil 
and gas bank for independent producers.

1.5 Advantages of Development Financing

One of the main advantages of development financing is 
that the structure tailors drawdowns and repayments to the 
project life cycle. This takes the strain off cash flow 
during the early years of the project when the debt

-11-
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requirements are the greatest and cash flow is the weakest 
by transferring principal repayment to later stages of the 
project when cash flows are strongest. Figure 1.1 provides 
a hypothetical representation of cash flow and outstanding 
debt versus time associated with a development project.

A second advantage is the ability of a company to 
finance projects which are large relative to its existing 
size. Since the lender looks to the project cash flow for 
debt repayment and the oil and gas properties for 
collateral value, the borrower can use more leverage 
without resulting in undue risk to the lender. This point 
is illustrated by the example of a small independent oil 
company which owns acreage in an area operated by 
relatively larger companies. If the development drilling 
costs are beyond the independent's current financial 
capabilities, he has three alternatives : (1) farm out, (2)
go nonconsent, or (3) secure development financing. A 
farm out is an agreement whereby a lease owner who is not 
interested in drilling or cannot afford to drill assigns 
the lease to another who wishes to drill the acreage. The 
assignor will generally retain an overriding royalty 
interest before the assignee recoups his initial investment 
plus operating expenses by drilling the acreage. After 
recoupment, the assignor's override converts to a working 
interest amounting to 25 to 50 percent of the interest
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which he farmed out. Nonconsent agreements are similar 
except that the assignor neither wishes to drill nor farm 
out. Under these circumstances, the independent is 
nonconsent and the other partners must pick up his 
drilling, completion and operating costs. The nonconsentor 
is penalized for this and does not retain any working 
interest until the assignees recoup two to four times their 
initial investment and operating expenses.

The economics of development financing are most 
attractive in good projects and result in faster growth 
because the company retains larger interests in the 
projects it undertakes.

A third advantage is that the borrower can get a longer 
term because the lender can become more comfortable with 
the cash flow and assets involved. The comfort level is 
due to the use of qualified in-house engineering staffs.
On conventional loans, banks usually limit transactions 
from five to seven years, while project loans may run from 
10 to 15 years (Maddox, 1982, p. 4).

A fourth advantage is that existing corporate borrowing 
need not be affected. Oil and gas properties are easily 
segregated, on a project basis or otherwise, so that 
existing debt secured by one group of properties need not 
be affected by other project transactions.

-13-
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Figure 1.1 Cash Flow and Outstanding Debt Versus Time
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Lastly, there is the possibility of off-balance-sheet 
financing. Discussion of the vehicles other than 
non-recourse loans (ie. subsidiaries, equity investments, 
and leasing) and their ramifications are beyond the scope 
of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2 

PROJECT SCREENING

2.1 Meeting With the Borrower

Banks are exposed to more companies requesting 
development financing than they can handle effectively. 
Before large amounts of time and money are invested in 
comprehensive analysis, the projects may be screened by 
subjecting them to a series of simple questions which will 
help determine the character of the borrower, the strength 
of the project, and the compatability of making such a loan 
given the existing energy portfolio and lending philosophy.

Both the banker and the engineer should be present when 
a borrower presents his request for financing. Only in 
mutuality, between the banker and engineer, can decisions 
be made to pursue detailed analysis and assign priorities 
to projects given limitations on bank resources.

2.11 Project Sponsor
The management and key personnel of a borrowing company 

should be honest, experienced, and competent in legal, 
financial, accounting, and technical areas. They are 
responsible for the day-to-day operations and, ultimately,
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for the success or failure of the company. The bank should 
be comfortable in dealing with them. If the borrower is 
not the operator of the project, then the bank must become 
comfortable with the operator and other joint venture 
partners. No matter how good a project looks on paper, it 
can be no better than the people who manage it.

2.12 Nature of the Project and Associated Risks
The project should be well defined by the time it is 

brought to the bank. The borrower should be prepared to 
discuss all details including the following :

1. Maps of the development area
a) Well locations

i. Existing Wells
ii. Development Wells

b) Geologic conditions
c) Seismic conditions

2. Engineering reports and feasibility studies
3. Schedule of project timing
4. Estimation of project costs
5. Technology to be employed

2.13 Reason for Project Undertaking
The borrower should have a clear sense of why the 

project is being undertaken when there are probably several 
alternatives. The reasons may include increasing reserves, 
honoring drilling committments, expanding into new areas, 
or any combination of reasons. The reasons, whatever they 
are, should be consistent with the borrower's existing 
capabilities and long-run corporate objectives. The

-17-
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project should stand on its own merits while complementing 
the growth and prosperity of the overall company.

2.14 Financial Requirements
The financial requirements of the project will depend 

upon the costs required to bring production on stream 
relative to the timing of cash flow available for debt 
service. The borrower should have a concise estimate as to 
how much the project undertaking will cost, how much of 
it's own money will be applied to those costs and how much 
it will need to borrow, and the terms under which it will 
deal.

2.15 Effects Project Will Have On Borrowing Entity
The undertaking of a project may necessitate certain 

changes in the borrowing entity. It could require 
additional personnel, office space, and the like. The 
costs associated with these requirements cannot be 
overlooked. For example, a project which is large relative 
to the size of an existing company may require a complete 
restructuring of the company's operating system. New 
divisions could be added, based out of different 
geographical locations. The nature and degree of change 
should be measured.
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2.2 Information Provided by the Borrower

The borrower must be able to provide detailed 
engineering, economic, accounting, financial, and legal 
data to the bank. The engineering and economic data are 
packaged in an engineering appraisal report and reviewed by 
the bank's engineer. The accounting and financial 
information is in the form of audited financial statements 
and income tax filings which are reviewed by the banker 
and, finally, the legal data, which consists mainly of 
contracts, operating agreements, and titles of ownership, 
is reviewed by legal counsel. However, when each one 
completes the review process in total isolation an overall 
picture of the company and project may not be created. It 
is like trying to solve a jigsaw puzzle by simply looking 
at each piece of the puzzle but never putting them all 
together. All information and conclusions should be 
discussed and formulated on a consensus basis.

The engineering appraisal report should be prepared by 
an independent registered professional engineer whose 
reputation for quality and integrity is well-known to the 
industry. The appraisal should provide geologic, 
engineering, production, and economic data presented in an 
organized manner so that the bank's engineer may derive his 
own conclusions regarding the reserve estimates, future
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production rates, the economic value of the reserves and 
project timing. Moreover, the consulting engineer should 
provide his interpretation of the data and a complete 
explanation of all reasoning which supports his conclusions.

The engineering appraisal combines the reserves and 
rate of recovery of those reserves with economic 
information in the form of summary tables and annual 
schedules. The detailed engineering work and economic 
parameters must be based on the consideration and 
reconciliation of all available data so that the evaluation 
is based on accurate and reasonable analysis. The 
following general outline, prepared by the United Bank of 
Denver (1980), provides the key elements which should be 
contained in the engineering appraisal report.

The accounting and financial information should be 
prepared by an independent certified public accountant.
The data should include a balance sheet, income statement, 
changes in financial position, footnotes, and income tax 
filings. It is best to obtain these reports for as many 
prior years as possible so that trends can be charted. All 
reports should be prepared according to generally accepted 
accounting principles for the oil and gas industry.

The most important legal data will be comprised of (1) 
Division Order Title Opinions, which specify the borrower's 
ownership in the properties being evaluated, (2) purchase
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Table 2.1 Key Elements of Engineering Appraisal Report

I. Introduction and general background information
A) Legal description of lease

1. Appropriate maps
2. Total acreage
3. Name of field or area in which located
4. Basic or regional geological environment
5. Proximity and direction from towns

B) Lease Operations
1. Current operator of lease
2. Terms or special features of operating 

agreement
3. Influence of operations on production

C) Description of interest evaluated
1. Type of interest
2. Whether royalty, overriding royalty, or 

working interest
3. Working interest in costs and net revenue 

interest in gross production
4. Full description of oil payments, 

reversionary or carried working interests, 
and deferred charges or obligations against 
interest evaluated

D) History of field development and production
1. Discovery wells and dates for each producing 

horizon
2. Range of initial potentials
3. Oil, water, and gas production
4. Method of drilling and completing wells
5. Well spacing
6. Stage of field depletion, energy drive 

mechanism
7. Influence and relationship of above factors 

to lease under consideration
II. Description of reservoir

A) Geological structure
1. Structural interpretation of field and lease
2. Maps and cross sections

B) Physical characteristics of reservoir
1. Lithologie description of reservoir rocks
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2. Porosity and permeability data
3. Gross and net pay thicknesses, isopach maps
4. Vertical and lateral limits of reservoir
5. Oil-water contacts and gas-oil contacts
6. Fluid saturation distribution
7. Fluid characteristics and PVT data

a. Viscosity
b. Solution gas-oil ratio
c . Formation volume factors

C) Energy source
1. Pressure history
2. Classification of reservoir drive

a. Solution gas drive
b. Gas expansion
c. Gravity drainage
d. Water drive
e. Combination of above

D) Explanation of data limitations and assumptions
III. Producing Behavior

A) Cumulative oil, gas, and water production
B) Production decline curves by lease or well

1. Monthly production
2. Explanation of unusual changes in rates 

caused by:
a. Allowables
b. Stimulation treatments
c . Operational problems
d. Weather problems
e. Economic influences

3. Gas-oil ratio history
4. Water-oil ratio history
5. P/Z vs. accumulative gas production

C) Explanation of data limitations and assumptions
IV. Estimation of reserve

A) Methods used
1. Analogy and rule-of-thumb, volumetric, 

material balance, decline curve, or reservoir 
simulation

2. Details of mathematical and graphical 
relations utilized

3. Engineering reasoning and judgement applied
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4. Qualifications and limitations, particularly 
difficulty in reconciliation of methods used

5. Clearly set out results
a. Gross ultimate reserve
b. Gross remaining reserve
c. Net remaining reserve for interest 

evaluated
B) Rate of recovery of reserve

1. Graphical projection of estimated future 
production rates

2. Must demonstrate a reasonable relationship 
with past production history and remaining 
reserves given

C) Explanation of data limitations and assumptions
V. Economic considerations

A) Product prices
1. Net wellhead price
2. Purchaser's allowables
3. Escalation clauses

B) Regulatory restrictions
1. Allowables imposed by state authorities
2. Water or gas disposal requirements
3. Effect of unit covenants or unit operating 

policies if property is part of unit
C) Operating expenses

1. Direct lifting expenses including :
a. Labor
b . Vehicle
c . Average of routine well service
d. Maintenance
e . Supplies
f. Power and fuel

2. Overhead and general administrative expenses, 
stated separately if included

D) Taxes
1. Severance or production
2. Ad valorem
3. Conservation
4. Windfall profits
5. Do not include state or federal income taxes

E) Investment
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1. Foreseeable future costs for lease production 
facilities

2. Stimulation treatments
3. Special well repairs
4. Drilling and completion for proved

undeveloped locations included in reserves
F) Explanation of data limitations and assumptions

VI. Evaluation summary
A) Evaluation table

1. By years, for minimum of 10 years, set out in 
first column estimated gross future reserve, 
lump remainder, and show total; total should 
be identical with gross future reserves
presented in Estimation of Reserve section of
report

2. Multiply gross future reserve numbers by 
appropriate ownership interests, as set out 
in introduction of report, to arrive at net 
future reserve

3. Multiply column of future net reserve numbers 
by product price to obtain future revenues

4. Subtract net operating expenses and taxes 
from net revenues to yield future net 
operating profits

5. Subtract out net investment to obtain future 
net cash flow before federal income taxes

6. Provide detailed footnotes explaining 
arithmetic factors and procedures used in 
construction of table

B) Summary statement
1. Prepare summary statement of evaluation 

tabulation, pointing out significance and 
directing attention to limitations contained 
therein, particularly those associated with 
reserve estimate

(Source : United Bank of Denver, Energy and Minerals
Financing, 1980, p. 10)
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agreements or contracts for the sale of production, (3) the 
operating agreement and (4) any outstanding legal actions 
which could have a major impact on the borrower. It is 
important to ensure that titles to the properties are free 
and clear so that the bank will be secured in the event of 
foreclosure. Moreover, the Division Orders provide a handy 
means for comparing the actual ownerships with those used 
in the engineering appraisal report.

2.3 Bank Review Process

Typically, once all the data have been reviewed by the 
"experts", the engineer submits a loan value to the banker, 
the legal counsel files a mortgage on the properties, and 
the banker prepares a credit memorandum and structures the 
loan. Unfortunately, each step of the review process is 
done mostly in isolation, the premise being that the 
engineering appraisal suffices as an accurate model from 
which future cash flows to repay debt may be estimated. In 
reality, the engineering appraisal report is only one 
component, though the major component, of a realistic cash 
flow model.

The model construction process requires much more 
detail and all the constituents which determine cash flow 
must be analyzed. All of the constituents are variables
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whose behavior can be described mathematically and are 
derived from engineering, economic, accounting, and 
financial data. Traditionally, the accounting and 
financial data have been felt to have little value because 
financial statements do not reflect the asset value of oil 
and gas properties accurately. Since cash flow is the main 
criteria, the engineering appraisal has been used to the 
exclusion of financial statements. Financial statements 
have merely been used to write a credit report when, in 
reality, they do contain information which is not reflected 
in the engineering appraisal and may affect the caculation 
of cash flow.
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ENGINEERING APPRAISAL

3.1 The Role of the Consulting Engineer

Banks generally require that an engineering report and 
property appraisal be prepared by a reputable and 
experienced consulting engineer. Use of a consulting 
engineer avoids the reflection of company biases. Under 
certain circumstances, banks will use company engineers or 
will perform the engineering appraisal themselves, though 
these alternatives are less desireable.

The consulting engineer must collect all available 
geologic, engineering, and economic data pertaining to the 
project being evaluated. His sources for the data are the 
client's engineering files, joint venture partners' files, 
state and federal records, and other data he might have 
accumulated in his own files from previous consulting 
work. Table 2.1 provided a good summary check-list of the 
data required.

The consulting engineer faces a multitude of problems 
in the gathering of these data. Often much of it is simply 
not available and, when available, is indicative of only a 
small sample of the total reservior and/or reflects the
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human error associated with any data gathering.
Consequently, he often must apply arbitrary assumptions, 
the results of which are only as good as his knowledge and 
experience.

Once his analysis has been completed, the results 
should be submitted to the bank in a formal report, as 
outlined in Chapter 2. More often than not, reports 
submitted to the bank, even from experienced consultants, 
are lacking. Today, more and more engineers are entering 
the consulting field, so it has become more difficult to 
remain familiar with them all and with the quality of their 
work. In many instances, they lean towards quantity rather 
than quality, and their reports are nothing more than 
disclaimers of results attached to a mass of computer 
runs. Moreover, there is considerable pressure from 
clients to increase reserves and liberally apply reserve 
classifications or lose the job to someone who will. Banks 
more than ever need to adhere to strict guidelines for (1) 
judging the merits of a consulting engineer, (2) 
requirements for specific information to be contained in 
the appraisal report, and (3) adequate evaluation of the 
engineering appraisal report by the bank engineer.
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3.2 The Role of the Bank Engineer

While it is the role of the consulting engineer to 
compile all the data, complete the detailed engineering 
work, and summarize the results in the engineering 
appraisal report, the bank's engineer must use his 
knowledge and experience to audit those results. When 
reports submitted to the bank are inadequate, it is the 
bank's engineer who must work with the consulting engineer 
and the company to obtain additional information and 
incorporate it into the analysis. He must spend 
considerable time reviewing all the assumptions applied by 
the consulting engineer to geologic, engineering, and 
economic data. Then he must check the reserve 
classifications, focusing on the proved reserves. For bank 
financing, it is crucial to distinguish between proved 
producing reserves, proved non-producing reserves, and 
proved undeveloped reserves. The detailed definitions for 
these classifications will be discussed in Section 3.3.
Once the reserve types have been segregated, the bank's 
engineer should determine what method was used to calculate 
the remaining reserves and future production rates. There 
are several accepted methods for calculating reserves, each 
with its appropriate application and level of accuracy.
Their strengths and weaknesses will be discussed in Section 3.4.
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Based on the quantity of reserves in each 
classification and the particular methods used to calculate 
those reserves, the bank's engineer can then determine what 
he feels to be their level of accuracy. If he is 
comfortable with them, then they remain unchanged. If he 
feels they are optimistic, then he must adjust them 
downward accordingly.

Finally, the reserves should be checked for 
concentration. That is, if any particular wells, leases, 
or fields contain a relatively large percentage of the 
total reserves, then adjustments may be required which are 
dependent upon the amount of reservoir data and prevailing 
market forces. Development projects, by their very nature, 
tend towards a concentration of reserves. However, if most 
of the production is concentrated in just a few of the 
development wells, then the risk of well failure becomes 
greater.

The development schedule should be an explicit 
component of the consultant's report. The schedule should 
consist of expected drilling dates, drilling times, 
completion times, and dates of first production sales on a 
location basis. An understanding of rig and equipment 
availability, drilling times for different types of wells, 
and drilling commitments is required.

The bank's engineer should obtain confirmation of the
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schedule from the drilling contractor. The schedule should 
be correlated with debt requirements and future cash flows 
as presented in the engineering appraisal report.

After the reserves, future production rates, and 
development schedules are reviewed, the economic parameters 
must be analyzed. These parameters include (1) ownerships, 
(2) product prices, (3) production taxes, ad valorem taxes, 
(4) windfall profit taxes, (5) operating expenses, (6)
drilling costs, and (7) completion costs. The bank's 
engineer will determine the fair market value of the 
properties according to bank parameters.

Once the engineer has assessed the technical risks and 
determined the base economic assumptions, he must examine 
the project's viability under various scenarios. These 
scenarios should measure the downside risk associated with 
the technical, economic, and financial aspects of the 
project. This sensitivity analysis will ultimately 
determine how the credit should be structured and the terms 
of the financing.

3.3 Classification of Oil and Gas Reserves

Oil and gas reserves refer to the estimated quantities 
of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids which 
can be recovered during future years. This use of the word
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"reserves" is extremely broad and implies that all reserves 
are alike. Such is not the case, as different reserve 
types are associated with different levels of certainty.
In an effort to standardize definitions and classify 
reserve types accordingly, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission has written Regulation 210.3-18. It must be 
adhered to by all consulting engineers doing reserve 
estimates which will be disclosed in the financial reports 
for publicly-held companies. This regulation has been 
adopted for other applications as well. Table 3.1 is a 
copy of the SEC Regulation 210.3-18. Proved oil and gas 
reserves may be broken down into two distinct categories, 
developed and undeveloped. Developed reserves can further 
be broken down into the subcategories of producing and 
non-prçducing. The distinction is not brought out in the 
SEC definition but is important when doing evaluation 
work. Existing wells, for example, may not be producing 
because they are shut-in awaiting a gas pipeline to 
transport the gas to market. Shut-in wells are generating 
no immediate cash flow, which affects their immediate 
contribution to loan repayment.

The definition for undeveloped reserves must be read 
carefully. Undrilled acreage may be assigned proved 
reserves when it is judged to be "economically productive 
on the basis of available geological and engineering data."
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TABLE 3.1

DEFINITION OF PROVED RESERVES

United States Securities Exchange Commission 
SEC Regulation 210.3-18

Proved Oil and Gas Reserves
Proved Oil and gas reserves are the estimated 

quantities of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas 
liquids which geological and engineering data demonstrate 
with reasonable certainty to be recoverable from known 
reservoirs under existing economic and operating 
conditions, i.e. prices and costs as of the date the 
estimate is made. Prices include consideration of changes 
in existing prices provided only by contractual 
arrangements, but not on escalations based upon future 
conditions.

(i) Reservoirs are considered proved if economic 
producibility is supported by either actual production or 
conclusive formation test. The area of a reservoir 
considered proved includes (a) that portion delineated by 
drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or oil-water contacts, 
if any, and (b) the immediately adjoining portions not yet 
drilled, but which can be reasonably judged as economically 
productive on the basis of available geological and 
engineering data. In the absence of information on fluid 
contacts, the lowest known structural occurrence of 
hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limit of the 
reservoir.

(ii) Reserves which can be produced economically 
through application of improved recovery techniques (such 
as fluid injection) are included in the "proved" 
classification when successful testing by a pilot project, 
or the operation of an installed program in the reservoir, 
provides support for the engineering analysis on which the 
project or program was based.

(iii) Estimates of proved reserves do not include the 
following (a) oil that may become available from known 
reservoirs but is classified separately as "indicated 
additional reserves"; (b) crude oil, natural gas, and 
natural gas liquids, the recovery of which is subject to
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reasonable doubt because of uncertainty as to geology, 
reservoir characteristics, or economic factors ; (c) crude 
oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, that may occur 
in undrilled prospects, and (d) crude oil, natural gas, and 
natural gas liquids that may be recovered from oil shales, 
coal, gilsonite, and other such sources.
Proved Developed Oil and Gas Reserves

Proved developed oil and gas reserves are reserves that 
can be expected to be recovered through existing wells with 
existing equipment and operating methods. Additional oil 
and gas expected to be obtained through the application of 
fluid injection or other improved recovery techniques for 
supplementing the natural forces and mechanisms of primary 
recovery should be included as "proved developed reserves" 
only after testing by a pilot project or after the 
operation of an installed program has confirmed through 
production response that increased recovery will be 
achieved.
Proved Undeveloped Reserves

Proved undeveloped oil and gas reserves are reserves 
that are expected to be recovered from new wells on 
undrilled acreage, or from existing wells where a 
relatively major expenditure is required for recompletion. 
Reserves on undrilled acreage shall be limited to those 
drilling units offsetting productive units that are 
reasonably certain of production when drilled. Proved 
reserves for other undrilled units can be claimed only 
where it can be demonstrated with certainty that there is 
continuity of production from the existing productive 
formation. Under no circumstances should estimates for 
proved undeveloped reserves be attributable to any acreage 
for which an application of fluid injection or other 
improved recovery techniques is contemplated, unless such 
techniques have been proved effective by actual tests in 
the area and in the same reservoir.
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The geological judgement is based on subsurface reservoir 
interpretation and is highly subject to change as more 
geologic information becomes available. Moreover, 
availability of these data often is predicated on further 
drilling. In areas where blanket sands occur with good 
continuity and homogeneity, this is less of a problem. 
However, in more complex geologic environments, this is 
always a major problem. It is up to the consulting 
engineer to, in good conscience, make the classification.
If pressure from a company is quite strong to change some 
development well locations from probable to proved 
undeveloped, the basic risk is magnified.

In development financing, most of the reserves are 
proved undeveloped and will require major expenditures 
before they produce cash flow. If a bank is going to lend 
money against proved undeveloped reserves, it had better 
make sure that (1) there is substantial geologic and 
engineering data to warrant the reserve estimates, (2) the 
development drilling will consist of a sufficient number of 
wells to cover the risk of incorrect geological 
interpretation, geologic anomalies, and drilling problems 
such as equipment lost down hole, which could prevent 
completion of a well, and (3) there is enough cash flow 
from the successful wells to also cover the dry holes.
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3.4 Reserve Estimation and 
Production Rate Forecasting

Estimation of primary oil and gas reserves is one of 
the most important steps in evaluating development 
projects. There are several methods and tools available 
for doing so. Unfortunately, the more reliable methods 
require the most data and hence cannot be performed until 
wells have been in production for some time. By contrast, 
the most reliable reserve figures are needed during the 
early phases of development when the least amount of data 
is available.

This inherent dilemma is characterized very well by 
J.J. Arps (1956) in his paper entitled "Estimation of 
Primary Oil Reserves". In it, he develops what has become 
known as the Arps Curve. This curve can be seen in Figure 
3.1. The Arps Curve represents the hypothetical life of an 
oil property broken down into three distinct time periods. 
Cumulative production and estimated ultimate recovery are 
plotted along the vertical axis while time is shown along 
the horizontal axis. It is analogous to a confidence 
interval over time for ultimate recovery.

Period one is called the "Barrels per Acre" period. 
During this phase, no wells have been drilled so all 
reserve estimates are of a very general nature. The
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estimates are derived from analogous data, that is, 
information from similar type reservoirs or wells in the 
same general area. During the "Barrels per Acre" period, 
the reserve estimates could vary from AB (non-productive) 
to CD (most productive). It is during this period that the 
range of possible error is the greatest. This period is 
the exploration phase and, as previously mentioned, banks 
do not become involved in lending until sometime later.

The second period is called the "Barrels per Acre-Foot" 
period. At this point, one or more wells have been drilled 
and found to be productive. During the drilling phase, 
information consisting of well logs, core data, and bottom 
hole samples should be collected. There is now enough data 
to begin subsurface mapping and to perform volumetric 
estimates of reserves which are based on acre-feet of pay 
and a unit recovery expressed in barrels per acre-foot.
The range of estimates of ultimate recovery has now been 
narrowed down to EF and GH.

The third period is called the "Decline Curve" period. 
During this period, there is enough historical performance 
data to apply extrapolation techniques which have proven to 
be quite reliable under appropriate conditions. Also, if 
reservoir pressure data are being monitored, material 
balance equations may also be used to estimate reserves.
It is now possible to compare the results of four
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Source :

FIGURE 3.1 ARPS CURVE

RANGE OF /y//// 
RECOVERY ESTIMATES.

^CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION

DECLINE CURVE PERIOD

Arps, J.J., 1956, "Estimation of Primary 
Oil Reserves"
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independent methods for reserve estimation. Based on the 
increased amount of data, the range of estimates of 
ultimate recovery may now be narrowed down to HJK and FLK. 
Point K represents the true ultimate recovery, ie., the 
cumulative production at the economic limit. It is usually 
at some point rather late in the second period or early in 
the third period that banks will begin to lend against 
proved undeveloped reserves for field development.

There are some points which should be discussed in 
relation to this often-quoted analysis. The independent 
variable is time and the dependent variable is ultimate 
recovery. Mathematically, ultimate recovery must become 
less sensitive to estimates of remaining recoverable 
reserves as time passes and the quantity of reserves 
produced becomes large relative to the quantity remaining. 
This does not imply that the range in values for remaining 
recoverable reserves is also becoming smaller. In fact, 
the confidence interval for remaining recoverable reserves 
versus time may actually be increasing instead of 
decreasing. More will be said about this during the 
discussion of decline curves.

Now that various methods for calculating reserve 
estimates have been introduced, it is important to discuss, 
in detail, their data requirements, advantages, and 
disadvantages.
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3.41 Analogy
Analogy, as the name implies, is the process of 

assigning reserves to an area based on the similarity of 
that area to other existing productive reservoirs. This 
process is also useful in deriving type curves for decline 
curve analyses.

The only data requirement is the existence of a 
reservoir which is expected to have the same 
characteristics, or the existence of a reservoir which is 
expected to produce, the same way. This approach is 
relatively quick and inexpensive and requires only a 
minimum of data. However, the results are subject to a 
high degree of error.
3.42 Volumetr ics

Volumetries is the quantitative measurement of the 
volume of oil or gas originally in place and the 
recoverable portion thereof. The general equation for the 
volumetric estimation of recoverable oil reserves is:

Np = 7758 (A) (h) (4)) (1 - Swi) Rf (3-1)
B0 i

where NP Recoverable oil reserves
A
h

(stock tank barrels)
Acres of drainage area 
Average feet of pay 
Average porosity
Average initial water saturation 
Initial formation volume factor 
Recovery factor
Constant for barrels/acre-foot
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The equation is straight forward ; acres (A) times feet of 
pay (h) gives one the volume of the reservoir in 
acre-feet. Acre-feet times the constant 7758 barrels per 
acre-foot converts the entire reservoir volume to barrels. 
The reservoir volume, in barrels, times porosity (j), the 
percentage of reservoir volume occupied by pore space, 
equals the volume of pore space in barrels. Water 
Saturation (Sw ) is the percentage of pore space occupied
by formation water. . Its compliment, (1-SW ), is the
percentage of pore space occupied by oil. Hence, 
multiplying the volume of pore space in barrels, times the 
percentage of pore space occupied by oil, gives the barrels
of original oil in place (OOIP).

The recovery factor (R^) tells one how much of the 
OOIP can be recovered. The formation volume factor (B0 )̂ 
adjusts the volume of oil at reservoir temperature and 
pressure to surface temperature and pressure. The final 
result for reserves is the volume of recoverable oil in, 
what is referred to as, stock tank barrels (STB).

The general equation for volumetric estimation cf 
recoverable gas reserves is:

G= (43,560 (Vb) (j) (1 - Swi) (Bg ) ) Rf (3-2)
where G = Recoverable gas reserves

V k = Bulk volume, i.e. drainage are X feet of pay 
(p = Average porosity 

Swi= Average water saturation 
Bq = Gas volume factor 

43,560 = Constant for standard cubic ft./acre-foot 
Rf = Recovery factor
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The logic behind the volumetric gas equation is the same as 
that behind the volumetric oil equation.

Data The absolute minimum amount of data required are well 
logs though this is really insufficient to perform a 
thorough analysis. It is desireable also to have core 
data, drilling and completion reports, and seismic data not 
only for the well being evaluated but all offset wells.

Well logs are used to calculate porosity and water 
saturation. Used in conjunction with core data, fairly 
reliable values for porosity may be obtained. If enough 
well logs are available, subsurface maps such as structure, 
isopach, and isovolume maps may be constructed so that 
planimetering techniques may be used to calculate the 
original oil in place and areal extent of the reservoir. 
Otherwise, drainage area must be estimated using well 
spacing information.

If reservoir fluid samples have been taken, laboratory 
values of the formation volume factor may be used. If not, 
the engineer's best estimate is applied. Recovery factors 
can be estimated from statistical data or analogy, however, 
the true recovery factor will only be known once the 
ultimate recovery is realized. Statistical recovery 
factors depend upon the type of reservoir energy, reservoir 
rock characteristics, and reservor fluid properties.
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Advantages The volumetric method provides results which 
are much more reliable than analogy while requiring only a 
minimum amount of specific data. The estimates can be 
computed fairly quickly and inexpensively as soon as well 
logs become available. The information is invaluable for 
defining the areal extent of the reservoir and selecting 
future drilling sites.

Disadvantages Though volumetric equations have numerous 
advantages, the assumptions which are inherent in the 
calculation limit the reliability of the results. For 
example, recovery factors can range from 2.6 percent to 
40.7 percent of the original oil in place in sandstone 
depletion type reservoirs (Arps, 1956, p. 12).

Even the values for porosity and water saturation, 
which are calculated from well logs, are subject to error. 
First of all, the values techniques are based on data which 
represents only a small sample from the entire reservoir. 
Well logging devices can only survey an area between a few 
inches to a few feet horizontally from the well bore while 
the drainage area is usually many acres. Secondly, the 
data on the well logs is smoothed because the logging tools 
take measurements covering a three inch to a five foot 
vertical area. The changes in measurements which can occur 
over such vertical distances can be dramatic. Finally, the
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fundamental empirical relationships in well log 
calculations are based on equations that contain constants 
for which values are difficult to obtain. There is a set 
of underlying empirical relationships and assumptions used 
to calculate those values. The total error from all three 
factors provides reason for caution.

In some instances volumetric calculations are 
impossible to make. For example, when production is out of 
fracture systems instead of a porosity matrix, the logs are 
much less helpful because it is difficult to measure 
fracture volume from them.

Rather than compute one value for reserves, it would be 
more useful to compute a range of estimates based on the 
amount of variation in the values of the key inputs. This 
approach is rarely seen in reserve reports.

3.43 Extrapolation of Performance Trends
Reserve estimates derived from extrapolation of 

performance trends are based on the principle that 
"whatever causes governed the trend of a curve in the past 
will continue to govern its trend in the future in a 
uniform manner" (Arps, 1956, p. 9).

The most popular method of plotting performance data is 
to plot monthly production rate versus time on semi-log 
paper referred to as a rate-time curve. Another technique
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is to plot production rate versus cumulative production on 
coordinate paper referred to as a rate cumulative curve. 
Under constant operating conditions, each curve is 
extrapolated to its economic limit, the production rate at 
which net revenues just equal the net operating expenses. 
There should have been no changes in operating procedures 
or stimulation treatments for the curves to be 
extrapolatable.

There are three types of decline curves which can be 
recognized by the trend they exhibit on either coordinate, 
semi-log, or log-log paper. The three types of decline are 
(1) constant percentage decline (exponential decline), (2)
hyperbolic decline, and (3) harmonic decline. Figure 3.2 
shows what each type looks like on the various papers.
Examination of large numbers of actual decline curves
indicates that most are of the hyperbolic type (Arps, 1956, 
p. 10).

For constant percentage decline, the drop in production 
per unit of time is a constant percentage of the production 
rate. For the hyperbolic decline, the drop in production
per unit of time, as a fraction of the production rate, is
proportional to a fractional power of the production rate, 
the power being between zero and one. For the harmonic 
decline, the drop in production per unit of time, as a 
fraction of the production rate, is directly proportional
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Source

Figure 3.2 Rate-Time and Rate-Cumulative Curves
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to the production rate.
The mathematical expressions for each decline are shown 

in Figure 3.3. The first integration shows the rate-time 
relationship, and the second integration shows the 
rate-cumulative relationship. Once the type of decline has 
been established, it is merely a matter of applying the 
integrated forms of the equations from Figure 3.3 in order 
to calculate future production rates and recoverable 
reserves.

Data The only data requirement is production history ; the 
more history the better. Each decline curve is unique and 
requires no assumptions regarding the drainage area, 
formation volume factor, or recovery factor.

Advantages The process is quick and relatively inexpensive 
and results in very accurate estimates when used under 
appropriate conditions. Used in conjunction with 
volumetric data, more reliable reserve estimates can be 
obtained. Reconciliation of ultimate recovery, recovery 
factors, and other essential information now becomes 
possible. Based on these advantages one can see why 
extrapolation has become so popular today.

Disadvantages Decline curves can be abused by those who
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Figure 3.3 Derivation of Production Decline Formulae
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simply extrapolate mechanically and do not consider the 
causes and effects governing their extrapolations. For 
example, a low rate well producing 10 barrels of oil per 
day under a bottom water drive mechanism could appear to 
have a nearly flat decline. Extrapolation of such a curve 
may result in gross error since eventually the water will 
push all the oil through and oil production will drop from 
10 barrels of oil per day to nearly zero overnight (water 
out). Decline curves should be used in conjunction with 
other data, either volumetric or other performance data, 
and with common sense.

There is a common misconception that all reserve 
estimates for proved developed producing reserves are 
calculated using extrapolation of performance data. This 
is simply not the case since proved producing wells may not 
have generated any significant production history. Under 
these circumstances reserves are usually based on 
volumetric estimates which are inherently more risky than 
extrapolation.

There is another common misconception that the more 
performance data available, the more accurate the 
extrapolation, and hence, the more accurate the value for 
remaining recoverable reserves (refer to the Arps curve 
discussion in Section 3.3.). While this is true to a 
degree, the statement and its limitations need to be
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discussed in more detail. To focus on its limitations, 
statistical decline curve work done by Robert McNulty and 
Roy Knapp was examined (1981). They used a least-squares 
error approach to fit decline curves for the same well over 
increasing intervals of time and compared the 
extrapolations. Respective fits for two Mississippi 
limestone wells can be seen in Figure 3.4.

The aim of their study was to compare the results of 
least-squares regression to graphical or type curve 
matching techniques in decline curve extrapolation and in 
fact, their conclusion was that regression is superior. 
Whether or not this is true, one feature of the fits is 
apparent; the divergence between fits is narrow when the 
decline is steep and increases as the decline becomes 
flatter. The point is, when decline rates are high 
incorrect extrapolation by a few percent results in a much 
smaller proportion of the actual decline rate than when 
decline rates are low. As a result, it cannot be concluded 
that extrapolated values for remaining recoverable reserves 
are becoming more accurate as more performance data becomes 
available, particularly for low decline rate wells. This 
is not to say that values for ultimate recovery are also 
becoming less accurate for reasons already discussed.
3.44 Material Balance

Material balance equations are often complex and
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Source :

FIGURE 3.4 DECLINE RATE SENSITIVITY VERSUS 
STEEPNESS OF DECLINE

24-MONTH FIT ------

48-MONTH FIT ----

7 2 -MONTH FIT

97-MONTH FIT|

1

TIME , MONTHS

Successive fits for Mississippi limestone Well D.

2 4 -MONTH FIT

48-MONTH FIT

72-MONTH FIT

I 96-MONTH FIT

TIME , MONTHS

Successive fits for Mississippi limestone Well A.

Knapp and McNulty, 1981, p.5
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intimidating. The expression "material balance" and its 
mathematics are based on the fundamental law of 
conservation of mass, "If two separate weights of a 
substance are combined, the total weight is the sum of the 
individual weights" (Calhoun, 1953, p. 21). The production 
of petroleum from a reservoir is a process which must obey 
the law of conservation of mass. The law, as it applies to 
petroleum reservoirs, is expressed by the following 
equation :

Weight of hydrocarbons in reservoir originally = (3-3)
weight of hydrocarbons produced + weight of 
hydrocarbons remaining in reservoir 
(Calhoun, 1953, p. 214)

Complexity results when the weights are converted into 
volumes which, in turn, depend upon a number of variables 
and sub-processes. The overall process is defined by the 
type of reservoir and by the internal mechanism which 
drives the reservoir. Unfortunately, volumes are not 
constant and must be adjusted for temperature and pressure 
via the formation factor as were volumetric calculations.
The formation volume factor will also change as a function 
of changes in reservoir pressure.

For illustrative purposes, the simplest type of 
reservoir which can be defined by Equation 3-3 is one which 
experiences no change in porosity with changes in reservoir
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pressure, contains no formation water, has no water influx, 
and has no free gas at the initial reservoir pressure (i.e. 
all gas is in solution with the oil). The gas will remain 
in solution until the reservoir pressure drops, due to 
production, to the bubble point pressure - the pressure at 
which gas first begins to come out of solution and form 
tiny bubbles in the oil.

From the initial reservoir pressure to the bubble point 
pressure, the volume of oil in the reservoir remains 
constant because the reservoir is produced by the expansion 
of oil remaining in the reservoir displacing the oil 
produced. This point is illustrated in Figure 3.5 which 
first relates the volume of oil originally in the reservoir 
to the volume remaining in the reservoir when production 
occurs by fluid expansion above the bubble point.

Equation 3-4 is the material balance for the reservoir 
during fluid expansion. Equation 3-5 thru 3-8 are a 
reduction of Equation 3-4 so that it can be solved for the 
original oil in place (N) as seen in Equation 3-9. To 
solve for the original oil in place, one need only know the 
cumulative production (N^) and the reservoir fluid 
properties (B  ̂ and B^).
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Figure 3.5
Material Balance Relationship When Reservoir 

Pressure is Above the Bubble Point

Remaining barrels X 
bbls/STB @ PQ

Original Barrels X 
bbls/STB @ Poi

Remaining Oil Volume 
@ Reservoir Pressure

Original Oil Volume 
@ Reservoir Pressure

NBoi = (N - Np)B0 (3-4)

where
N = Total Barrels of oil originally in 

reservoir
Np = Barrels produced from reservoir 

B0i = Oil formation volume factor in 
barrels/stock tank 
barrel (BBLS/STB) at initial 
reservoir pressure P0 £

B0 = Formation volume factor for
remain ing oil in reservoir (bbls/STB)
at cur rent reservoir press ure P0

NB0i = n b q - NpBo (3-5)
_NpB0 = ^®o i - NB0 (3-6)
NpB0 = NBq - NBgi (3-7)

Np®0 =  N  ( B q - Boi) (3-8)
NpB0

N = (3-9)
(Bq - B0i)
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Once reservoir pressure drops below the bubble point 
gas begins to come out of solution and form free gas. The 
material balance becomes more complex since now the volume 
occupied by gas in the reservoir must also be calculated 
and adjusted according by the gas formation volume factor.
Since the total volume of gas in the reservoir must 
maintain a balance, it can be expressed by

Original gas = Free gas + Solution gas + Produced gas (3-10)

Rearranging Equation 3-10 and solving for free gas yields :

Free gas = Original gas - Solution gas - Produced gas (3-11)

Equation 3-11 can be substituted into Equation 3-4 to
derive the material balance for the hypothetical reservoir
below the bubble point. Figure 3.6 shows the translation
from a general statement to equation form, used in Figure 3.5.

Once again, the original oil in place can be solved in
terms of the cumulative production (N^) and the fluid
properties ( B . , B , B , R . , R ,  and R ). The  ̂r oi o g si s p
derivation of the material balance equations in Figures 3.5 and 
3.6 represent a synthesis of approaches used by John C. Calhoun 
in the Fundamentals of Reservoir Engineering (1956, p. 215) and 
by Craft and Hawkins in Applied Reservoir Engineering (1959, P. 
110) .
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Figure 3.6
Material Balance Relationship When Reservoir 

Pressure is Below the Bubble-Point

Solution
gas

Produced
gas

Original
gas

Remaining barrels X 
bbls/STB @

Original barrels X 
bbls/STB @ P .

Remaining oil volume 
9 Reservoir Pressure

Original oil volume 
9 Reservoir Pressure

Free gas volume 
9 Reservoir Pressure

where Rsi = Gas-oil ratio in standard cubic feet per 
stock tank barrel SCF/STB at initial 
reservoir pressure P0i

Rs = Gas-oil ratio in SCF/STB at current 
reservoir pressure PQ

Rp = Gas-oil ratio SCF/STB for cumulative gas 
and oil produced

Bg = Gas formation factor at current reservoir 
pressure PQ

Solving Equation 3-12 for N yields :

Np(B0 + B g (Rp - Rs))
N = ____________'   (3-13)

B 0 - B 0 i + Bg( R s i - Rg)

i-12)
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Needless to say, the material balance equations rapidly 
become more complex as the assumptions regarding reservoir 
characteristics become more accurate. The complexity 
results from two basic facts. First, there are several 
different types of reservoir energy : (1) solution gas
drive, (2) gas expansion, (3) fluid expansion, (4) water
drive, (5) gravity drainage, and (6) various combinations
of these. The more complex the mechanism, the more complex 
the equation which describes the material balance.

Secondly, oil, gas, rocks, and water are all 
compressible. Therefore, in addition to formation volume 
factors and solution gas-oil ratios, measurements for 
compressibility should be included in the material balance 
equation. Values for compressibility can be difficult to 
measure in their own right while accounting for quite a bit 
of error in the material balance results.

Data The data requirements are substantial compared to the 
other methods described so far. These requirements include 
(1) production history for oil, gas, and water, (2) fluid
properties for oil, gas, and formation water as measured 
by pressure, volume, and temperature data (PVT), and (3) 
such rock properties as porosity, water saturation, and 
compressibility.
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Advantages Material balance calculations require no 
assumptions regarding drainage area or sand thickness. The 
calculation is not very sensitive to measurements for 
porosity and water saturation as in the case of 
volumetries. However, since material balance calculations 
require so much data, analogy, volumetries, and decline 
curves will usually have been used earlier to calculate 
reserves. These four methods used in conjunction will 
provide the most information possible in narrowing the 
estimates of original oil in place, recoverable reserves, 
recovery factor, gas cap size, and amount of water flowing 
into the reservoir, if any.

Disadvantages First, good reservoir pressure data and 
history are often not available because operators are 
reluctant to shut in producing wells in order to measure 
the reservoirs' pressure. Secondly, the approach is more 
time consuming and expensive than the first three methods 
described thus far. The calculations are more complex, and 
the amount of data required to perform them is more 
extensive. If the data are incomplete, large amounts of 
time are required to construct congruous data. As always, 
the reasonableness of the assumptions are critical to the 
quality of results.

Finally, the results of material balance calculations
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tend to be inaccurate when reservoir pressures are above 
the bubble point in volumetric reservoirs. This is because 
material balance calculations made during fluid expansion 
are quite sensitive to values for oil and rock 
compressibility. The value for rock compressibility, in 
particular, is quite difficult to measure and is most often 
estimated.

3.45 Reservoir Simulation
Reservoir simulation is a relatively new tool in 

reservoir engineering. Its recent popularity is due to 
growth in electronics and computer technology (Crichlow, 
1977, p. 5). As with other reserve estimation methods, the 
expression "reservoir simulation" is indicative of the 
process which it describes. In simulation, models are 
constructed to describe dynamic events. The models can 
take two forms : physical or mathematical. Physical models
are either comprised of scaled-down versions of the 
original process or of a physically similar processes which 
duplicates the original but operates under a different set 
of physical laws. Mathematical models are systems of 
mathematical equations which describe the physical behavior 
of a process. The equations themselves are generally very 
complex and may contain hundreds of variables. Algorithms 
have been developed which make the solution of these
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equations a simple task with a computer.
The physical models suffer from several weakness. 

Primarily, since each reservoir is unique, each model must 
be custom built, and these models tend to be large and 
expensive. Furthermore, they tend to suffer from equipment 
failure, so model maintainance is costly and difficult.

Mathematical models, on the other hand, are more 
generalized. A reservoir is divided into grids or cells 
which are formatted to accomodate any type of reservoir 
simply by modifying the equations. Each cell possesses its 
own properties while operating within the dynamics of the 
entire system. Collectively, the cells simulate reservoir 
behavior quite accurately for given rock and fluid 
properties which need not be homogeneous throughout the 
entire reservoir.

Data The data requirements are far more extensive than for 
any other method. The minimum data required to construct a 
reservoir simulation are (1) fluid properties (pu-tĵ , (2) 
rock properties such as relative vertical and horizontal 
permeabilities, (3) production, (4) flow rate analysis, (5) 
mechanical and operational techniques to be employed, and 
(6) economic parameters. Once obtained, the reservoir data 
must be discretized on a cell and/or well basis.

Once the data have been gathered and discretized, they
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must be put into the simulation equations which are then 
arranged in matrix form required by the algorithms and 
solved.

The next step is to check the results against the 
historical performance of the variables which comprise the 
model. This process is called history matching. History 
matching may be the most time consuming part of reservoir 
simulation, but is absolutely necessary. The original data 
are only a sample from various intervals in the reservoir, 
and the discretive process requires extrapolation and 
interpolation of the sample data. It would therefore be a 
rare occurence to duplicate reservoir behavior on the first 
simulation. If the simulation does not reflect historical 
performance, there is no point in using it to predict 
future performance.

Advantages The data requirements are so rigorous they 
result in detailed analysis of the reservoir. If a history 
match can be obtained, different producing scenarios may be 
examined so that production practices can be optimized.
The simulation allows for different rock and fluid 
properties within the reservoir which is more realistic 
than the material balance equations which assume 
homogeneous properties.

Due to the scope of reservoir simulation, it is most
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suitable and cost effective for large reservoirs depleted 
by several wells. Therefore, reservoir simulation is 
particularly applicable to field development drilling.

Disadvantages The disadvantages are the cost, time 
required to do the study, voluminous input data, and the 
possibility of a non-unique history match. These 
disadvantages become insurmountable if simulation were to 
be used to determine reserves for a large number of 
individual wells producing from different reservoirs.

3.46 Summary Of Reserve Estimation Techniques
Based on the reserve classification and the method used 

to calculate those reserves, an arbitrary measurement of 
the relative degree of associated risk can be assigned. 
Figure 3.7 is a matrix which relates the various reserve 
types to the applicable methods of reserve estimation 
(reservoir simulation has been excluded due to its limited 
application). A 'yes' means that the particular method can 
be employed. Associated with each 'yes' is an integer 
which is a measure of the relative risk associated with the 
reserve estimates under that category. 'One' is most risky 
and 'seven' is least risky. For example, if you have 
proved reserves which were estimated using either 
volumetries, material balance, or decline curves, the
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Figure 3.7 Relative Risk Measures of Reserves Estimation
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results would be much more reliable than those reserves in 
the proved undeveloped category estimated by analogy. 
Moreover, if proved producing reserves are calculated by 
volumetries, the values are usually subject to more risk 
than the values calculated from decline curves.

3.5 Economic Inputs

Once the reserve estimates and production forecasts 
have been made, economic parameters are applied to 
calculate the future cash flows which can be expected from 
the oil and gas properties. The properties should be 
evaluated on a well by well or unit basis and then 
subtotaled and totaled to obtain the specific information 
required.

The engineering checklist shown in Table 2.1 includes a 
list of the economic inputs. Each input will be discussed 
separately.

3.51 Ownerships
For each property, there are three categories of 

ownership: royalty owners, overriding royalty owners, and 
working interest owners.

The royalty owners are those who own the acreage upon 
which a well is drilled; they range from private land
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owners to state and federal governments. They lease the 
acreage to parties who are interested in drilling. For 
this, they receive a lease bonus payment up front, delayed 
payments if the acreage is not drilled, and a royalty 
interest in a successful well. Royalty interests range 
from 12.5 to 25 percent of gross revenue from a well. The 
royalty owners do not incur any costs in earning their 
interest in the well.

Overriding royalty interest owners also are not 
responsible for any costs incurred. They generally earn 
their 'override' for putting a deal together. The interest 
is usually quite small and should not amount to more than a 
few percent. Overriding royalty owners are usually 
landmen, geologists, or oil company executives.

Working interest owners provide 100% of the costs for 
drilling, completion, and operation of a well. Each well 
usually has more than one working interest owner because 
either the well spacing covers several different leases or 
a working interest owner wishes to reduce his risk exposure 
by selling some of his working interest before drilling an 
exploratory well.

Though working interest owners carry all of the risk by 
sustaining 100 percent of all the costs, they do not get to 
share 100 percent of the revenue because of the royalty and 
overriding royalty owners interests. As a result, working
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interest owners have two distinct interests in a well (1) 
the working interest (WI) which designates their share of 
the costs, and (2) the net revenue interest (NRI) which 
designates their share of the revenue. Table 3.2 provides 
a sample calculation for all the various interests in a 
well with only one working interest owner.

Table 3.2 Sample Ownership Calculations:
One Working Interest Owner

Interest Share of Costs Share of Revenues
Royalty 0.0% 12.5%
Override 0.0 1.5
Working 100.0 86.0
Total 100.0% 100.0%

The total of all the net revenue interest ownerships is 
referred to as the net lease (NL) and may be calculated by 
adding up all the working interests or simply using 
equation 3-14.

Net lease (%) = 100 - (Royalty Interest (%) + Overriding (3-14)
Royalty Interest (%))

When there are several working interest owners and only
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their working interests are known, each of their net 
revenue interests may be calculated by multiplying their 
working interest times the net lease as in equation 3-15.

Net Revenue Interest = Working Interest X Net Lease (3-15)

If, in the example of Table 3.3, there were four 
working interest owners, each with 25% working interest, 
their respective net revenue interests would be

21.5% (NRI) = 25% (WI) X 86% (NL) (3-16)
Table 3.3 summarizes the various interests for the scenario 
of four working interest owners, each with 25% working 
interest.

Table 3.3 Sample Ownerships Calculations:
Four Working Interest Owners

Interest Share of Costs Share of Reve
Royalty 0.0% 12.5%
Overriding 0.0 1.5

Working (1) 25.0 21.5
Working (2) 25.0 21.5
Working (3) 25.0 21.5
Working (4) 25.0 21.5

1 0 0 . 0 %  1 0 0 . 0 %
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There are many, more complex arrangements involving 
farm-out agreements, nonconsent agreements (which were 
discussed in Chapter 1), general and limited partnership 
agreements (generally used as tax shelters), and a host of 
other less common arrangements. The basic mechanics remain 
the same in all cases.

Ownerships are documented in legally binding agreements 
called Division Order Title Opinions. The consulting 
engineer generally receives a list of the working and net 
revenue interests, from his client and accepts them at face 
value. If they are derived from Division Order Title 
Opinions, they should be accurate. If not, they are 
estimates for which no legal document has been issued and 
are therefore subject to revision pending legal 
documentation. In the case of development wells, the 
ownerships will usually be estimates unless they occur 
within an area where an agreement has been consummated 
between all the working interest owners designating 
ownership on a unit basis.

Some of the common problems that occur in consulting 
engineer's reports are:

1. Wells are evaluated on a gross basis and are not 
reduced to net interests;

2. Ownerships from the consulting engineer's report are 
not reconciled with the interests from the Division
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Order Title Opinions and incorrect interests are 
being evaluated ;

3. Agreements which affect future interests, such as 
farm-out and nonconsent agreements, are ignored.

3.52 Product Prices
The product price component in reserve appraisals is 

simply a price forecast for the life of the product 
stream. It consists of three components : (1) a base
price, which is the current market price, (2) an escalation
factor, which should approximate the actual future 
increases in product prices, and (3) sometimes a ceiling 
price to limit the amount of escalation.

Oil and natural gas prices have gone through many 
dramatic changes in response to swings in the political and 
economic climates. Energy prices have been regulated, 
deregulated, and OPECated. Currently, oil prices are 
deregulated and taxed according to the Crude Oil Windfall 
Profit Tax Act of 1980, as amended by the Economic Recovery 
Act of 1981, while natural gas prices are regulated 
according to the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978. There has 
been serious discussion about deregulating natural gas 
prices in 1985, but the topic remains unresolved (NGPA, 
Public Law 95-621, Sec. 121).

Current prices must be gathered on a well or a lease
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basis because such prices will vary according to 
geographical area, purchaser, and grade. The current 
market price can be obtained from the most recently 
available run checks.

Oil Price
The most important factor, other than market forces, 

determining oil price is grade. Oil grade is measured by 
its specific gravity (weight per unit of volume, i.e. grams 
per cubic centimeter), and adjusted by a system recommended 
by the American Petroleum Institute (API), hence the term 
API gravity. API gravity corrects all measurements to 
60° F so that results are on a consistent basis. API 
gravity is used because it is more convenient than the 
decimal system of specific gravity. API gravity decreases 
as oil becomes thicker and heavier. The heavier the oil, 
the more difficult it is to produce and refine. Oil 16.0 
degrees API or less is considered to be heavy oil (CCH, 
1980, p. 12).

Since oil prices are deregulated, the base price will 
fluctuate from month to month in response to world market 
forces. The price a producer receives is very dependent 
upon what price the purchaser would have to pay if he were 
buying foreign oil of a comparable grade. Purchasers 
usually publish crude oil price quotes from the various
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regions where they purchase oil. The quote gives a base 
price, in dollars per barrel, for a given API gravity. A 
schedule is attached which denotes deductions, in dollars 
per barrel, for each one degree API gravity less the 
produced oil actually measures. These quotes provide a 
convenient reference for bank engineers who wish to check 
base prices in engineering appraisal reports.

The escalation rates applied to oil prices by 
consulting engineers vary according to the final use of the 
appraisal report. For example, constant oil prices are 
used for financial reporting purposes according to SEC 
guidelines, while growth rates of as much as 10% per year 
are used for engineering appraisal reports given to banks. 
Borrowers favor the use of a high growth rate, for as long 
a time as possible, so that the estimated cash flow from 
production will be maximized.

In the competitive banking environment, many banks have 
been accepting these high growth rates, adjusting them 
downward only when other banks do so. Since oil prices 
surged for so many consecutive years, beginning in the 
early 1970's, prices and their escalation rates were 
treated almost as knowns in engineering appraisal reports. 
In fact, price increases were so dramatic that they could 
offset the overestimâtion of reserves and other factors. 
This is no longer the case as the recent drop in world oil
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prices has shown just how sensitive loans can be.
The deleterious effects of the price drop on the 

domestic oil industry have already shown up in four areas. 
First, the major oil companies, which are among the 
nation's largest corporations, have experienced plunging 
stock prices. Secondly, most companies, large and small, 
have had to seriously cut back their planned exploration 
and development expenditures. Thirdly, many of the larger 
companies may have to borrow heavily in order to meet their 
current obligations. And finally, banks are now reluctant 
to lend to independent exploration companies (Wall Street 
Journal, July 3, 1982, p. 1).

It is clear that more attention must be given to oil 
price escalation. It is not the intention of this thesis 
to suggest appropriate escalation rates but to focus 
attention on the input. Ultimately, the determination of 
appropriate oil price escalation rates will be a matter of 
bank policy.

The ceiling price is merely a convention used to limit 
time periods for exponential growth in oil prices so that 
they do not escalate to incomprehensible levels. The 
higher the ceiling price, the more risk is incorporated 
into the forecast. Recently, ceiling prices used by most 
banks have ranged from $60 per barrel to $75 per barrel.
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Natural Gas Prices
Natural gas pricing is much more complex than oil 

pricing. The National Gas Policy Act (NGPA) of 1978 

clearly defines categories for all natural gas, base prices 
for each category, and formulae which dictate the maximum 
allowable wellhead price at any given time. There are 
eight NGPA classifications whose definitions must be read 
carefully since the differences are subtle. The 
definitions can be seen in Table 3.4.

The Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 states the maximum
lawful price for natural gas, in dollars per million 
British Thermal Units (BTU) as of April, 1977 for each 
category. One British Thermal Unit is the amount of heat 
required to heat one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. 
The BTU content of the gas must be measured and then 
related to a volume of gas, generally BTU per thousand 
cubic feet (Mcf), because gas is sold by volume. If the 
BTU content per Mcf is greater or less than 1 million BTU,
the price will be adjusted upward or downward proportionaly.

The NGPA specifies that prices are to be escalated at 
rates commensurate with the level of inflation. The 
inflation adjustment factor for any given month will be 
equal to the sum of one hundredth of the quarterly 
percentage change in the GNP implicit price deflator plus a 
correction factor of 1.002. The adjustment factors and
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Section

Section

Section
Section

Section

Section

TABLE 3.4 Natural Gas Categories
102 New Natural Gas and Certain Natural Gas 

Produced From the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)
New natural gas has three components :
1. New OCS leases i.e. entered into after 

April, 1977
2. New onshore wells which is any well that 

is 2.5 miles or more from the nearest 
marker well (i.e. any well which produced 
natural gas in commercial quantities after 
January 1, 1970 and before April 20, 1977

3. New onshore reservoirs which are 
reservoirs which did not produce 
commercial quantities of natural gas 
before April 20, 1977.

103 New Onshore Production Wells
Note the difference between a "new onshore 
well" and a "new onshore production well". A 
new onshore production well means any new well 
other than a well located on the OCS and whose 
drilling began after February 19, 1977 in 
compliance with Federal or state well-spacing 
requirements.

104 Natural Gas. Dedicated to Interstate Commerce
105 Natural Gas Sold Under Existing Intrastate 

Contracts
An existing contract is any contract in effect 
on the day before the NGPA of 1978 took effect.

106 Natural Gas Sold Under Rollover Contracts
A rollover contract is any contract entered 
into after the enactment of the NGPA of 1978 
for the sale of natural gas that was 
previously subject to an existing contract 
which expired at the end of a fixed term. 
Intrastate and interstate rollover contracts 
are treated differently.

107 High Cost Natural Gas
There are five components which qualify 
natural gas as high cost :
1. Natural gas produced from a completion 

depth below 15,000 feet (deep gas)
2. Natural gas produced from a geopressured 

brine
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3. Occluded natural gas produced from coal 
seams

4. Natural gas produced from Devonian Shale
5. Natural gas produced under such other

conditions as the Commission determines to 
present extraordinary risks or costs.
a. This has come to include gas produced

from tight fromations.
As of November 1, 1979 deep gas was 
deregulated.

Section 108 Natural Gas Sold From Stripper Wells
A gas well averaging 60 Mcf per producing day 
or less at capacity for at least a 90-day 
period is classified as a stripper gas well.

Section 109 Other Categories of Natural Gas 
This includes natural gas :
1. Produced from Prudhoe Bay and transported 

through the natural gas transportation 
system

2. Produced from any new well not otherwise
qualified for a higher maximum lawful price

3. Committed to interstate commerce before 
enactment of NGPA 1978 but for which a 
just and fair price was not in effect

4. Not committed to intrastate commerce prior
NGPA 19.78 and was not subject to an
existing contract.
(Public Law 95-621, 1978, SEc. 102-109)
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maximum lawful price are published monthly in the Federal 
Register (NGPA, Public Law 95-621, 1978, Sec. 101). Table
3.5 provides a list of historical price adjustment factors 
from May, 1977 to the present. The maximum lawful natural 
gas prices for all natural gas categories except Section 
105, since the end of 1981, are shown in Table 3.6.

The NGPA merely states the maximum lawful price. 
However, depending upon market conditions, the contract 
price may be less than the maximum lawful price. For 
example, Section 107 gas was selling for a substantial 
premium as recently as one year ago. With the subsequent 
softening in the demand for energy, current contract prices 
for Section 107 gas are substantially lower.

The historical compounded annual growth rates can be 
calculated by multiplication of the monthly adjustment 
factors for any one-year period. Historical growth rates 
for natural gas prices are shown in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7 Historical Annual Growth Rates for NGPA Prices
Year Growth Rate
1977* 7.4%
1978 8.2
1979 8.8
1980 9.4
1981 8.8
1982* 5.4

*Annualized by assuming continuation of monthly adjustment 
factor for remainder of year
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TABLE 3.6 Monthly Inflation Adjustment Factors
For NGPA Prices

Month of delivery

1977:
May....
June.....
July .
August..
September.
October.
November.. 
December... 

1978:
January..
February.
March .
April ;--
May ..
July...:...
August..
September.
October.
November... 
December.... 

1979:
January..
February.
Match...
April....
May....
July.....
August...
September..
October..
November... 
December....

Factor by which price in preceding 
month is multiplied

Month of delivery

1.00636
1.00636
1.00431
1.00431
1.00431
1.00463 
1.00-163
1.00463

1.00597
1.00597
1.00597
1.00889
1.00889
1.00889
1.00581
1.00581
1.00581
1.00581
1.00581
1.00581

1.00581
1.00667
1.00667
1.00667
1.00713
1.00713
1.00713
1.00805
1.00805  
1.00005
1.00690
1.00690

Factor by which pnee in preceding month is 
multiplied

1980
January.........
February..
March .....
April.....
M a y .......

July.................
August..........
September...
October.......
November... 
December....

1981
January.........
February.......
March.....
April...
May...
June.
August -................ ..
September..........— .........
November  .... .............
December....... ..... .........

1982:
January ...... .... ........
February.......... ...........
March  .....................
April............. ............
May  ........ ............
June....... — -.— -..................
July - :.....   -....... .

1.00690
1.00713
1.00713
1.00713
1.00774
1.00774
1.00774
1.00843
1.00843
1.00843
1.00744
1.00744

1.00744
1.00904 
1.00304
1.00904
1.00643
1.00643
1.00643
1.00503
1.00503
1.00503
1.00767
1.00767

1 00767
1.00690
1.00690
1.00690
1.00311
1.00311
1.00311
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TABLE .7 Maximum Lawful Gas Prices 
Per NGPA
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The appropriate growth rate should be tied directly to 
the anticipated rate of inflation. Ceiling prices used by 
various banks range from $8.00 per Mcf to $15.00 per Mcf.

3.53 Production Related Taxes
Oil and gas production is subject to taxation by 

county, state, and federal authorities. Taxes fall into 
three distinct categories: ad valorem, severance, and 
windfall profits. State and federal income taxes will be 
discussed later.

Severance Tax
States tax production through severance and 

conservation taxes. Each state legislature enacts its own 
tax laws so the actual rates vary dramatically and reflect 
political and economic forces prevailing in various 
geographical regions.

There are two basic methods that states use to levy 
severance taxes. The first, and most popular, is the 
percentage of gross revenue, i.e., sale price. Under this 
option, the tax liability is calculated by multiplying the 
tax rate times the gross revenue generated by a well. If 
prices increase, the state will benefit directly by 
receiving higher severance tax revenues. The second method 
is a flat dollars per barrel charge. As production
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declines, so do tax revenues. Table 3.8 provides a 
breakdown of severance tax rates by state for oil and 
natural gas, along with some comments regarding 

idiosyncrasies. Note that the rates vary from no tax to 
15% of gross revenue.

Ad Valorem Tax
Counties generally tax production through ad valorem 

taxes or as property taxes levied against oil and gas 
properties. There are thousands of counties with 
production, and ascertaining the specific ad valorem tax 
rate for each one would be nearly impossible. The more 
spread out the production, the more difficult it is to 
obtain specific rates.

Ad valorem taxes are usually assessed as a percentage 
of gross value or as a mill levy on the appraised value of 
the oil and gas property. In some states, the ad valorem 
tax rate is quite high, and calculation of the tax due is 
complex.

Windfall Profit Tax
The windfall profit tax is essentially a federal 

severance tax imposed on crude oil produced in the United 
States. It is a temporary tax, coincident with the oil 
price deregulation by transition from a controlled tier
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TABLE 3,8 How Oil And Gas Severance Taxes 
Differ Among States

State Oil Natural gas Notes
Alabama 6% of gross value

(4% producion tax. plus 2%
conservation tax).

Same Additional 2% tax on Smackover formation production.
Additonal tax does not apply tor 10 years to wells coming into 
production after Sept. 1, 1979. Wells producing 40 b/d or less in 
unitized fields are exempted.

15% of gross value. 10% of gross value. Oil from properties coming into production after June 30. 1981, 
taxed for first 5 years at former 12.25% rate.

Arizona 2.5% of value. Same Deductions for delivery, processing.

Arkansas 5% of market value. 
4% stripper rate.

0.3e/Mcf. Arkansas Oil Museum tax of 5 mills/bbl.

California Annual levy limited to amount 
needed to support Oil and 
Gas Division.

Same Various local taxes and fees.

Colorado Graduated rate of 2-5% of 
gross income. 4% maximum on 
shale oil.

Sama Stripper wells (10 b'd or less) exempt. Credit allowed for local 
property taxes and contributions to impacted localities.

Florida 8% of gross value. 5% of gross value. Rate is 5% for tertiary production and wells producing 
less than 100 b/d.

Georgia Maximum 5 mills'bbl. Maximum Vz mill/Mcf.

Idaho 2% of wellhead value. Same

Indiana 1% of value. Same Plus property taxes.

Kansas No severance tax. State collects Health and Environment and Conservation fees. 
Local ad valorem taxes are principal revenue source.

Kentucky 4.5% of market value. Same . Plus property taxes.

Louisiana 12.5% of value. 7tzMcf. Wells producing 25 b/d or less of oil and 50% salt 
water—6.25%; 10 b/d or less—3.25%.

Maryland

Michigan

No severance tax.

6.6% of gross value:
4% stripper and marginal.

5% of gross value.

Allegany County has 7% of wholesale market value tax 
on natural gas.

Mississippi 6% of gross value. Same Oil and Gas Board annually sets "maintenance charge" in mills 
per bbl/Mcf.

Montana 5% to Mar. 31. 1983, 
6% thereafter (on 
gross value).

2.65% of gross value. ■ Plus Resource Indemnity Trust tax ($25 + 0.5% of gross value
over $5,000), millage conservation tax.
ad valorem taxes. Federal WPT deducted in determining value.

Nebraska 3% of value. Same Plus millage conservation tax.

Nevada No severance tax. Same Conservation tax: 5 mills/bbl, 5 mills/50 Mcf.

New Mexico 3.75% of value. 12.6('Mcf (rate tied to 
consumer price index).

Plus ad valorem production tax. emergency school tax, 
gross receipts tax on sales, gas processor's privilege tax.

North Carolina No severance tax. Same Tax dedicated solely to Oil and Gas Conservation Act 
administration can be imposed at maximum of 5 mill/bbl, 
Vz mill/Mcf.

North Dakota 11.5% of gross value. 5% of gross value. A 5% “production tax" applies to oil and gas;
the 6.5% “extraction tax" imposed by a 1980 initiative applies
only to oil and exempts the first 100 b/d of royalty owners.

Ohio 3c.bbl. 1C Mcf.

Oklahoma 7.085% of gross value. Same Conservation tax levied on natural gas production.

Oregon 6% of value. Proceeds to a state Common School Fund.

South Dakota 4.5% of value.

Tennessee 1.5% of sale price.

Texas 4.6% of market value. 7.5% of market value. Oil conservation tax 3/16 of le/bbl.

Utah 2% of wellhead value. Same Conservation tax at rate (maximum 2 mills on dollar value) 
set by Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. First $50.000 
production/designated field is exempt from state severance 
tax. Rights to oil and gas in place subject to ad valorem taxes.

West Virginia 4.34% of value. 8.63% of value 
(over $5.000/year).

Rates shown are those used in levying the "business and 
occupation tax" on gross proceeds of sales.
There is also a conservation tax of 34/year/acre leased. First 
25.000 acres are exempt.

Wyoming 6% of value.
4% of stripoer production 
(10 b d or less).

Same Oil and Gas Conservation Commission levies for its own expenses 
a conservation tax not to exceed %  mill on value of oil and gas 
produced. Ad valorem taxes on lease property are based on gross 
production of preceding year.

Source : American Petroleum Institute, Reprinted from Oil 
and Gas Journal
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pricing system to a free market system. The tax was 
imposed March 1, 1980 and will remain in full effect until 
either December, 1987, if $227.3 billion in tax revenues 
has been raised, or January, 1991 at the latest, even if 
$227.3 billion in tax revenues has not been raised. In 
either case, phaseout of the tax will occur over the 
ensuing 33 month period (Commerce Clearing House (CCH), 
1980, p. 11).

The tier pricing system divides oil into three tiers. 
Tier three oil is newly discovered oil, heavy oil, and" 
incremental tertiary oil. Newly discovered oil, by 
definition, is oil for which there was no production during 
1978. Heavy oil is considered to be 16 degrees API or 
less, and incremental tertiary oil is the incremental oil 
(i.e., above and beyond primary recovery) which is 
recovered by a qualified tertiary project. Two secondary 
methods of recovery which do not qualify are water flooding 
and inimiscible natural gas injection (CCH, 1980, p. 13).

Tier two oil is oil produced from qualified stripper 
wells and from the National Petroleum Reserve. Qualified 
stripper wells are wells which have average production 
rates of 10 barrels or less per day for a continuous 12 
month period. National Petroleum Reserve oil is owned by 
the federal government (CCH, 1980, p. 12).

Tier one oil is all the oil not included in tier two or 
tier three.
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Windfalls profits are calculated as follows :

Adjusted State
Windfall = Removal - Base + Severance Tax (3-2)
Profit Price Price Adjustment

The removal price is the price at which a barrel of oil 
is sold. The unadjusted base price is a function of the 
tier classification. For tier one, it is equal to the May, 
1979 upper tier oil price less 21 cents, which averages to 
$12.81 per barrel for most oil. For tier two, it is the 
December, 1979 free market price times the factor 
15.2/35.0. This averages about $15.20 per barrel for most 
tier two oil. And for tier three, it is the December, 1979 
free market price times the factor 16.55/35.0. This 
averages about $16.55 per barrel (CCH, 1980, p. 18).

The unadjusted base price for all categories of oil is 
then escalated for inflation during the time periods 
subsequent to December 1979 by using the GNP implicit price 
deflators. Tier three oil receives an additional 
adjustment of 2% per year, computed quarterly (CCH, 1980, 
p. 18).

Since the windfall profit tax is essentially a 
severance tax, the calculation of windfall profit allows 
for deduction of the state severance taxes paid on the 
windfall profit. However, the adjustment is allowed only 
for those states which impose the severance tax as a
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percentage of gross value. The severance tax adjustment 
calculated as follows :

Severance Tax = Removal - Adjusted 
Adjustment Price Base Price

The amount of windfall profit tax is computed by 
multiplying the amount of windfall profit per barrel by the 
number of barrels produced in that category and by the 
windfall profit tax rate for that category. The applicable 
windfall profit tax rate depends not only upon the tier but 
upon the producer type, i.e., royalty owner, independent 
producer, or major producer.

An independent producer, per definition, is one which 
is not also an oil and gas retailer or oil refiner. 
Conversely, a major producer is one which is also a 
retailer or a refiner. A refiner is a company which 
refines more than 50,000 barrels of oil per day, and a 
retailer is a company with gross retail sales of at least 
$1,250,000 per quarter (CCH, 1980, p. 20). Royalty owners 
were discussed earlier.

There are two sets of windfall profits tax rates. The 
first applies to all majors and royalty owners and the 
second applies to the first 1000 barrels of oil produced 
per day by an independent. Anything over 1000 barrels per 
day is taxed at the major's tax rate. Table 3.9 contains 
the applicable windfall profits tax rate.
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The rates in Table 3.9 are applicable until phaseout 
begins, at which time the rates will be reduced to 0 
percent over a 33 month period. A sample calculation of 
the windfall profit tax due on a barrel of tier one oil 
from an independent producer is:

$5.40 = $32 - ($20.00 + (($32 - $20.00) X .10)) X .50 (3-19) 
where $32 = Removal price

$20 = Adjusted tier 1 base price
.10 = Severance tax rate
.50 = Tier 1, tax rate for an independent producer 

$5.40 = Windfall profits tax per barrel 
The amount of windfall profit associated with a given 

barrel of oil cannot exceed 90 percent of the taxable net 
income attributable to that barrel. The taxable net income 
is calculated by deducting operating expenses, severance 
taxes, and cost depletion based on capitalizing all 
intangible drilling and development costs from net revenue 
(CCH, 1980, p. 16). Equation 3-20 defines the net income 
limitation calculation.

Net income= [Taxable net income attributable to crude oil X .9 
Limitation (Barrels of taxable crude oil produced (3-20)
Per Barrel *-

For example, if, in the example in Equation 3-19, the 
90% net income limitation had been $9.00 per barrel, the 
total windfall profit tax due would be $4.50 per barrel
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Table 3.9 Windfall Profits Tax Rate

Independents
50%
30
0

30
30
2 7.5 
25
22.5
20
15
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Tier Majors,
Royalty Owners

1 70%
2 National Petroleum 60

Stripper 60
3 Heavy 30

Incremental 30
Stripper: 1982 27.5

1983 25
1984 22.5
1985 20
1986+ 15
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(9.0 X .5) instead of $5.40 per barrel.

3.54 Operating Expenses
Operating expenses for existing wells can be determined 

by examining historical expense data. The data should be 
prepared in accordance with accounting procedures for joint 
operations as outlined in the Council of Petroleum Accounts 
Societies (COPAS) Form 601.

An oil or gas property may have several working 
interest owners but the direct management of the property, 
including the allocation of expenses and revenues, is 
handled by one working interest owner who is designated as 
the operator. The rest of the owners are conversely known 
as non-operators.

Operating expenses are broken down into direct charges 
and indirect charges. The direct charges are allocated to 
each working interest owner according to his working 
interest and are generally attributable to a specific well 
or lease. They include : (1) rentals and royalties, (2)
labor, i.e., salaries, wages, and benefits for the 
operator's employees directly employed on the joint 
property, (3) material purchased or furnished by the 
operator for use on the joint property, (4) transportation 
of employees and materials necessary to the joint 
operations, (5) contract services and utilities provided
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by sources other than the operator, (6) costs or expenses
resulting from unavoidable damages or losses due to natural 
disaster, theft, or accident, (7) legal expenses, (8) all
taxes resulting from the joint operation, (9) insurance
premiums carried on the joint property for the protection 
of all parties, and (10) any other costs which are directly 
attributable to the joint property but which are not in 
charges (1) through (9).

Indirect charges are those expenses incurred over a 
larger property base or number of wells each of which may 
have different working interest owners thereby complicating 
the allocation of costs. Indirect charges are generally 
broken down into administrative overhead, district 
expenses, and warehousing expenses. There are certain 
formulae for the allocation of these charges which can 
become confusing to the general discussion. The interested 
reader should refer to a sample COPAS-1968 Form 601 for a 
list of the formulae.

Administrative overhead is defined as general costs 
arising from executive and administrative functions 
incurred by the operator. They are costs associated with 
the headquarters, and with such related facility operations 
as gas plants or treatment plants administered by a common 
staff with only indirect involvement in development and 
production operations. The following functions result in
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costs regarded as administrative overhead :
1. General management
2. General operating administration
3. General accounting services
4. Title record and division order administration
5. Exploration administration
6. General purchasing administration
7. General legal counsel
8. Other general services (COPAS, 1968, p. 27).
District expenses include costs attributable to

operations for a defined geographical region. They are too 
broad to be measured directly but narrower than 
administrative overhead. They are quite similar to direct 
charges but must be allocated amongst several properties 
instead of one. They include:

1. Company labor for supervisors and district
superintendents

2. Contract labor
3. Transportation
4. Small tools and supplies
5. Office supplies
6. Communications expense
7. Traveling expenses
8. Moving expenses
9. Maps, photostats, and blueprints
10. Repairs and maintenance to district offices and

buildings
11. Ad Valorem taxes on buildings and equipment
12. Insurance
13. Depreciation on district investment
14. Rentals
15. Utilities
Warehouse expenses result from the handling of material 

which must be maintained in inventory for practical 
purposes. Material purchased specifically for use on a 
joint property are charged directly to that property and 
therefore avoid handling charges.
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The operator sends out monthly billing statements to 
his partners for their share of the operating expenses. It 
is from these statements that operating expense data can be 
compiled. Historical data rather than ad hoc assumptions 
should be used to derive the operating expenses in 
engineering appraisals

The operating expense data for a non-operator so far 
includes only direct and indirect charges allocated by the 
operator. The non-operator will also incur general and 
administrative costs, i.e., accounting, legal, technical, 
and other costs resulting from doing buisness with 
operators.

Operating costs used in consulting engineers' reports 
are usually vaguely defined. Most often they reflect only 
direct charges and therefore underestimate actual total 
operating costs. Specific costs included under operating 
expenses should be enumerated by the consulting engineer so 
that the bank's engineer can make adjustments accordingly. 
The procedure for forecasting operating costs for wells 
which do not yet exist (e.g. development wells) is to 
simply estimate each component of the direct and indirect 
charges.

The operating expense component can either combine 
direct and indirect costs or segregate them though it is 
preferable to segregate them for practical purposes.
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Direct charges are a function of the type of well, its 
location, and the production technique employed. Certain 
generalizations can be made using statistical comparisons. 
Indirect charges are best handled on a company-by-company 
basis. Operating costs should be escalated at the rate of 
inflation for oil and gas field operations. This rate has 
historically been higher than the rate of general inflation.

3.55 Capital Costs
Capital costs refer to all expenditures incurred during 

exploration, development, and the bringing of oil or gas 
production on stream. Such expenditures can be broken down 
into three general categories: (1) leasehold costs, (2)
intangible drilling and development costs, and (3) tangible 
costs. The difference between capital costs and operating 
costs is that the former are necessary to find and bring 
production on stream while the latter are necessary to 
perpetuate the production stream.

Leasehold Costs
These costs are generally incurred during exploration 

when lease acreage is being evaluated for reserve 
potential. They result from geologic and geophysical 
research, legal fees, purchase of lease rights, etc. As 
such, they do not result in assets which have salvage value
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in the same sense as plant and equipment and are therefore 
handled differently for tax purposes.

Intangible Costs
Intangible drilling and completion costs (IDC's) are 

incurred in the drilling and completion of a well. As with 
leasehold costs, IDC's have no salvage value. For example, 
the cost of transporting the drilling rig to location is an 
IDC and clearly has no salvage value. The IDC's often make 
up a substantial portion of total capital costs.

Tangible Costs
These include lease and well equipment which has 

salvage value in the traditional sense. The only 
controversial tangible cost is for surface casing which is 
cemented into the ground and thus, in reality, has no 
salvage value.

The distinction between tangible and intangible costs 
can be taken literally as one cannot physically handle what 
intangible costs pruchase while one can do so with tangible 
costs.

Great care is taken to distinguish intangible from 
tangible costs due to the treatment they receive for 
financial reporting and tax purposes. This treatment will 
be discussed in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 3.8 SAMPLE AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE

AUTHOtlTV rot IXrtNOlTUII OAT I.
NO--------------------------------- IT!__

PROJECT_____________________________________________

C O D E COST TO CASINC POINT COMPLETED WELL COST

,0̂,00 D R IL L IN G  COSTS
Pi ni

Rif*

On Site Suoervision

Contingencies
Drill Stem Testing

Total Drilling Cost>00 COMPLETION COSTSCompletion UnitRentalsPerforating
Acidizing and Frac
Packers. BP. etc.Truckmo
Cement and Equipment
Labor

Total Intangible Cost
500 TANGIBLE COSTSConductorSurface CasingIntermediate Casing

Tubing
Well HeadsSucker RodsPlmoing UnitEncaneMiscellaneousTotal Taroibie Cost

TANGIBLE LEASE EQ UIPMENTFlow Lines
Separators, Production UnitsHeater TreaterTanks
Construction CostMiscellaneous

Total Lease Eouoment
Total We* Cost

DAT, WORKING INTEREST APPROVALSrnurANY A»*»ovfn ICOtTrOMFANY AMtOVfO %costrnuiANV A»*»nvfn % COSTrnuFANY A»»eovfD «.rosT
□  Please provide control of well insurance □  Do not provide control of well insurance

Source : Energetics Oil Company, Denver, CO.
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A breakdown of estimated capital costs is prepared by 
the operator and presented for approval to the working 
interest partners (non-operators) on a special form called 
an Authority For Expenditure (AFE). The AFE provides an 
explicit estimate of all costs necessary to drill, complete 
and equip a well. A sample AFE is provided in Figure 3.8.

It is important to note that AFC costs are summarized 
so that (1) drilling costs, (2) dry-hole costs, (3) 
completion costs, (4) completed and equiped well costs, (5) 
intangible costs, and (6) tangible costs are all made 
explicit. For yet a more detailed breakdown of capital 
costs refer to Table 3.10.

An approved AFE gives the operator authority to incur 
costs in the name of all the partners but only within 
reasonable limits. Actual costs are not to exceed AFE 
costs by more than some agreed-upon percentage, or the 
operator must seek approval for the additional costs by the 
partners.

Whenever a new well is to be drilled, an AFE must be 
prepared by the operator. Therefore, a development 
drilling program should have well-documented capital cost 
estimates. The capital costs contained in the engineering 
appraisal should tie directly to the AFE costs. The A FE1s 
provide a convenient source for the bank's engineer to 
compare estimated costs against statistical cost data for 
similar type wells.
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Table 3.10 Detailed Breakdown of Capital Costs 
Leasehold Costs

1. Research of lease area, study by engineer or 
geologist to verify feasibility of lease

2. Seismic and geological expense for speculation of 
oil properties prior to leasing

3. Expenses and costs incurred in making arrangements 
with landowners for the lease

4. Legal fees in securing proper title to the lease 
allowing landowner royalty (1/8)

5. Legal fees in Fee Simple title of surface as well as 
subsurface

6. Legal fees in suit as to ownership of lease of 
access to property by crossing other property, 
casements, etc.

7. Payment of lease bonus to landowner
8. Payment for Fee Simple title to the land, both 

surface and subsurface, with no intent at time of 
purchase for further development

9. Payment for Fee Simple for surface and subsurface
with intent for development of production

10. Core-hole well drilled for obtaining geological 
samples (If no lease is obtained, costs should be 
written off as a loss)

11. Survey and seismic work as to location of the well 
site on property leased

12. Seismic work on location as to estimation of size of
reserve prior or subsequent to drilling

13. Legal fees in drafting operating contract and 
division orders necessary for royalty payments

Intangible Drilling and Completion Costs
1. Costs incurred administratively for agreements and
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negotiations with drilling contractors as to bids 
for drilling

2. Mandatory prepayment of costs for drilling to 
drilling contractors

3. Costs of dirt work on location, cellar, pits, 
drilling pack, and items used solely for drilling

4. Costs of roads to location to be used during 
drilling and also for operation of the properties, 
assuming future production

5. Costs incurred as to obtaining water, fuel, and 
other itmes necessary for drilling of the wells

6. Surface damage payments to the landowners for 
damages during drilling activities

7. Costs of setting deadman (anchors in the ground used 
to stabilize drilling rig) and other necessary 
anchors

8. Costs of transporting rig to location, and 
extraordinary items necessary for rig up of drilling 
rig

9. Costs of technical services rendered during the 
drilling activities, engineers, geologists, fluid 
technicians

10. Costs of muds and fluids necessary for drilling
11. Costs of logging and DST (Drill Stem Test) services 

and equipment
12. Transportation of surface casing from supply point 

to the well location
13. Cementing of surface casing, including outside 

contract labor and cement, on contract basis
14. Additional labor to assist in the installation of 

casing
15. Additional equipment necessary with casing : 

stabilizer, centralizer, guide shoes, etc.
16. Cost of cementing main casing
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17. Cost of perforating casing including electrical 
logging

18. Costs of removing rig from location, trucking, 
dozers and labor

19. Dirt work in cleanup after drilling of well
20. Transportation of tubing from supply point to 

location
21. Cost of fracing, acid and other completion costs and 

services
22. Cost of rental equipment for oil storage during 

completion of well (test tanks)
23. Cost of swabbing and other activities necessary to 

complete well
24. Cost of storage tanks used while tank battery is 

being constructed and well is producing
25. Dirt work for cleanup of location (fill in pits 

level well site area)
26. Salt water well drilled solely for pressurizing oil 

zone, including holes drilled for water flooding of 
oil zone

27. Costs of agreements and negotiations in obtaining 
operator of the well

Tangible Costs
1. Costs of surface casing
2. Transportation of casing to supply point
3. Cost of well casing
4. Salt water disposal equipment including necessary 

pipeline and the drilling cost of hole
5. Transportation of tubing to supply point
6. Cost of the tubing (oil string)
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7. Cost of well head and Christmas tree
8. Costs of pump jack treaters, separators, and 

transportation to location
9. Recycling equipment, including necessary pipelines
10. Dirt moving necessary for tank battery and operation 

roads
11. Digging, refilling and backhoe work for installation 

of flowlines from well to tank battery
12. Installation labor costs of tank battery, flowlines, 

pumpjacks, separators and other similar items
13. Installation of line from tank battery to pipeline
14. Dirt work in "re"-building of road for rig to be

used for normal operations
15. Cosntruction of turnaround pad at tank battery with

additional pits for overflow from tank battery
16. Construction of road from old tank batteries to new 

tank batteries
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Since (1) capital costs arise at a time when least is 
known about reserves and project cash flow is weakest and 
(2) these costs account for the bulk of any financing 
requirements every effort should be made to ensure their 
accuracy.

For present purposes, capital costs have been lumped 
together. This can only be done when the engineering 
appraisal report is done on a "before federal income tax" 
basis. For reasons which will be discussed in Chapter 4, 
this has become the most popular method of presenting 
economics.

3.6 The Reserve and Economics Report 
The discussion so far has been aimed at defining the 

individual components included in the estimation of 
reserves, future production rates, and project cash flow. 
Emphasis has been placed on delineating the inherent risk 
in forecasting each variable, the logic behind the behavior 
of each variable, and general sources of information which 
are useful in obtaining values for each variable. The next 
step is to show how these inputs are used to calculate 
before income tax cash flow. The engineering appraisal 
report should contain a reserve and economic report for 
every well currently contributing cash flow as well as 
every well which will eventually be contributing cash flow.
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There are several computer software packages in common 
use today which generate reserve and economic reports on a 
well-by-well basis and then summarize the results according 
to user needs. The packages operate as a matrix 
manipulator in which each input represents a mathematical 
expression of one of the variables, i.e., production 
rates, ownerships, product prices, taxes, operating costs, 
and capital costs. The program utilizes matrix operations 
to perform the calculations quickly and efficiently.

The various software packages differ mainly in their 
input and output formats. Some perform the calculations on 
a monthly basis and others on an annual basis. Most 
programs do allow the option of before or after federal 
income tax cash flow calculations. The basic calculations 
are shown in Equation 3-21.

Once a report has been generated for each well, 
summarization should be done so that specific information 
regarding the concentration of reserves and cash flow by 
well, field, and reserve type can be obtained. In 
particular, reserve and economic summaries will be needed 
for proved developed producing and proved undeveloped wells 
in each field, and the grand total for each reserve type 
for all fields.

After reviewing all engineering and economic data, the 
bank's engineer can decide whether the consultant's report
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provides an accurate model of the company's reserves, 
production rates, and before income tax cash flows. Since 
the model is deterministic, he may adjust inputs to 
incorporate his estimate of the associated level of risk. 
For example, if he feels that reserves and future 
production rates are too high due to the methods employed 
to calculate them, he must adjust then in accordance with 
the inherent risk in their estimation. The adjustment 
should not be arbitrary but commensurate with his 
perception of the risk based on knowledge and experience.

Once all adjustments have been made, the fundamental
component of the cash flow models used by most banks
involved in energy lending is complete. Most leave the
model in this form to continue their analysis.

Gross Production (3-21)
X Net Revenue Interest 
Net Production
X Price_________________
Gross Revenue
-Direct Operating Cost
-General and Administrative
-Severance Tax
-Ad Valorum Tax
-Windfall Profit Tax
Operating Revenue
Capital Cost 
X Working Interest 
Net Capital Cost 
Leasehold 
Tangible 
Intangible

Operating Revenue
-Net Capital Costs
Before Income Tax Cash Flow
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CHAPTER 4

AFTER FEDERAL INCOME TAX CASH FLOW

4.1 Accounting Practices of the Oil and Gas Industry

The accounting procedures applicable to the oil and gas 
industry are unique in many respects and have long been the 
subject of controversy. This chapter will focus only on 
those principles which are pertinent to tax accounting and 
hence, directly affect cash flow. It is assumed that the 
reader has a general understanding of accounting.

4.11 Expensing Intangible Drilling and Completion Costs
In the previous chapter, capital costs were broken down 

into three categories, leasehold, IDC's and tangibles. Oil 
and gas companies are allowed to expense IDC's during the 
period in which they are incurred. Independents are 
allowed to expense 100 percent of their IDC's while majors 
may only expense 85 percent of their IDC's and must 
capitalize the remaining 15 percent which are amortized 
over three years. This deduction has a dramatic impact on 
taxable income and, as such, is one of the most 
controversial practices alloted to the industry. There has 
been serious discussion amongst the legislative community
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to halt this practice. Most other industries account for 
such costs by capitalizing and recovering them through 
depreciation.

The basis for expensing IDC's is mainly to provide 
incentive for drilling. This is a logical incentive 
because the risks associated with drilling are high as well
as the costs and, in the event of a dry hole, there are no
tangible assets which can be added to a company's asset 
base as would be the case with most other investments.
When an investor is in the 50 percent tax bracket with 
sufficient income to absorb these write offs, the effective
cost of the IDC's is only 50 percent of what they would be
on a pre-tax basis which makes taking the risk more 
attractive.

Companies which do a substantial amount of drilling are 
often able to use intangible expenses for prolonged periods 
of time as a means to both add reserves and obviate the 
payment of income taxes. Even when insufficient revenues 
exist to completely write off IDC's, they may be carried 
back for three years or forward for seven years through tax 
loss carry forwards. Many banks have used this as a 
rationalization for using before income tax cash flows in 
their analysis; there are severe problems with doing so.

As noted in an article written by Terry and Hall of Chase 
National Bank in 1952:
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We have observed that the producing properties which 
often get into difficulties are those whose owners 
had failed to provide for future income taxes. An 
oil producer may be so fortunate in successful 
drilling at an increasing rate that his intangible 
drilling deductions will preclude income taxes for a 
number of years. But if such an operator eventually 
runs out of drilling locations or funds for further 
development, he may be forced to sell property to 
meet his taxes or loan obligation. (Terry, 1952, p. 
177)
This tax aspect is particularly applicable to 

development projects where losses may be incurred during 
the development phase and, once the development has been 
completed, income tax obligations arise when the loss carry 
forwards are used up or expired. Income tax obligations 
cannot be ignored ; they must be met out of cash flow which 
will in turn reduce the net amount of cash flow available 
for debt service.

More recently. Forest Mintz of Chemical Bank (1981) 
noted that :

With recent changes in the tax laws and accounting 
practices, and the much higher levels of revenues, 
more companies are now faced with increasing tax 
obligations. It would therefore be expected that 
banks will continue to exclude income taxes when it 
is appropriate, but they can be expected to be 
increasingly aware of corporate tax obligations.
(Mintz, 1981, p.2)

If a company so chooses, it can elect to capitalize the 
intangible costs and recover them through cost depletion. 
This election is infrequent due to the tax advantages from 
expensing. However, if a company has insufficient income
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to shelter from taxes, then it will generally choose to 
capitalize IDC's until such time as they can be better 
utilized.

4.12 Depreciation
Tangible costs are capitalized and recovered through 

depreciation. The currently acceptable method of 
depreciation is Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) 
which went into affect with the Economic Recovery Act of 
1981.

Under ARCS, all capital items are categorized into 
either 3, 5, 10, or 15 year lives ; most oil field equipment 
is classified as 5 year. Figure 4.1 provides a general 
overview of each category and a summary of their tax 
treatments. Figure 4.2 provides a detailed breakdown of 
recovery percentages for each ACRS category. That is, the 
percentage of original cost which can be recovered during 
any given year. It should be noted that the rates vary 
depending upon what year the capital item was placed into 
service. For more details, the interested reader is 
referred to An Analysis: 1981 Tax Legislation prepared by 
Coopers and Lybrand.

4.13 Depletion
Depletion is used to recover leasehold costs and IDC's
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FIGURE 4.1

OVERVIEW OF THE GUIDELINES FOR THE
ACCELERATED COST "RECOVERY SYSTEM
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Source : Coopers and Lybrand, 1981, p. 46
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FIGURE 4.2

AMORTIZATION RATES FOR DEPRECIABLE ASSETS UNDER ACRS

RECOVERY PERCENTAGES 
PERSONAL PROPERTY PLACED IN SERVICE IN 1985*

Class of Investm ent 15-year
Year of Public
Ownership 3-year 5-year 10-year Utility

1 ....................  29 18 9 6
2 ....................  47 33 19 12
3 ....................  24 25 16 12 4   16 14 11 5  8 12 10 6  10 9 7  8 8
8  .........................................................................................  6 7 9....................................................................    4 6

1 0      2 5
11 ...........................................................................................: ................................................  4
1 2 ...............................................................................................................................  4
1 3 ................................................................................................................................ 31 4..............................  2
1 5 ................................................................................................    1

T o ta l  100 100 100 100

"The recovery in 1985 schedule approxim ates the 175% declin ing 
balance m ethod w ith an optim al change to sum -o f-the -years  digits.

RECOVERY PERCENTAGES 
PERSONAL PROPERTY PLACED IN SERVICE 

AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1985*

Class of Investm ent 15-year
Year of Public
O wnership 3 -year 5 -year 10-year U tility

1   33  2 0  10 7
2 ......................  45  3 2  18 12
3 ......................  22  24  16 12 4  16 14 11 5  8  12 10 6  10 9
7   8 8 8........................................................................................................ 6 7 9........................................................................................................ 4 6

1 0   2 5
11 ......................................   4
1 2 ............................................................................................................................................  3
1 3 ............................................................................................................................................  3'4  215.............................. ,
T o ta l   100  100  100 100

•The recoverv aner 1995 scneouie acoro*im ates  the 200% decimmo 
ca iance m etnod witn an ootim al cnange to sum -o t-ine -yea rs  oiqiis

Source : Coopers and Lybrand, 1981, p. 48
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when capitalized. Since depletion is, literally, the 
exhaustion of a natural resource, depletion expense is a 
measure of that portion of reserves used up during a 
particular period.

Oil and gas depletion is computed by two methods: (1)
cost depletion, and (2) percentage depletion. Independents 
must calculate depletion under both methods, using that 
method which results in the greater tax deduction. Majors 
must use cost depletion. Depletion expense is limited to 
no more than 50 percent of taxable income, calculated 
before depletion and loss carry forward, from a property.
An independent producer is one who produces not more than
1,000 barrels of oil per day or 6 million cubic feet of gas 
per day. If both oil and gas are produced, gas production 
may be converted to oil production using six thousand cubic 
feet per one barrel of oil (Stermole, 1980, p. 214).

Cost Depletion
Capitalized leasehold costs and IDC's form what is 

known as the cost depletion basis. Depletion expense is 
calculated by multiplying the cost depletion basis times 
the percentage of total remaining reserves produced and 
sold during that period. The cost depletion basis, in 
turn, is reduced by the amount of depletion actually taken 
during the period, whether it be cost or percentage
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depletion, to form what is known as the adjusted basis. 
Equation 4-1 shows the cost depletion calculation 
(Stermole, 1980, p. 211).

Cost Depletion = Adjusted Basis X Production sold during year
Recoverable reserves at 
beginning of year (4.1)

where :
Adjusted Basis = cost depletion basis - 
cumulative depletion taken

Percentage Depletion
Percentage depletion is a specified percentage of gross 

income, after deduction of royalties, from the sale of oil 
and gas. It is limited to 50 percent of net income. Table
4.1 provides a schedule of the percentage depletion rates.
Note that they change ov.er time.

Table 4.1 Percentage Depletion Rate

Year Rate
1982 18%
1983 16
1984+ 15

Source : Stermole, 1980, p. 214
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4.14 Investment Tax Credit
The investment tax credit (ITC) is a credit against 

income tax liabilities, not a deduction from taxable income 
as is depreciation. ITC1s are earned through the purchase 
of qualifying, new or used, equipment. For equipment to 
qualify it must : (1) be depreciable (2) have an ACRS 
depreciable life of at least 3 years (3) be an internal 
component of production or extraction and, (4) be placed
in service during that year (Stermole, 1980, p. 230). Most 
tangibles qualify for the ITC.

The ITC amounts to 10 percent of the cost of a 
qualifying asset but is limited to 6 percent, if it has an 
ACRS depreciable life of 3 years.

The amount of the ITC applied against income tax 
liabilities during any one period is limited to $25,000 
plus 90 percent of any tax liability in excess of $25,000. 
If the computed ITC is greater than the amount allowed, the 
balance may be carried back for the preceeding 3 years or 
forward for 7 years (Stermole, 1980, p. 231).

4.2 Building the After Tax Cash Flow 
Before tax cash flow was developed in Section 3.6 and 

the necessary ingredients to convert it to after tax cash 
flow have been outlined thus far in Chapter 4. They are 
combined as seen in equation 4-2, to form the after tax 
cash flow.
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Net Production (4-2)
X Price__________
Gross Revenue 
-Cash Deductions

Direct Operating Cost 
General And Administrative 
Severance Tax 
Ad Valorem Tax 
Windfall Profit Tax
Intangible Drilling And Development Cost 

-NonCash Deductions 
Depreciation 
Depletion
Loss Carry Forward 

Taxable Net Income 
-Income Tax (State and Federal)
^Investment Tax Credit 
Net Income
+Add Back of Non-Cash Deduction 

Depreciation 
Depletion
Loss Carry Forward 

-Capital Cost Leasehold Tangible 
Net After Tax Cash Flow

It is interesting to note that once loss carry forwards 
are actually applied against income, they become, in 
effect, noncash deductions just as depreciation and 
depletion; and must be added back in the computation of net 
after tax cash flow. This cash flow is before principal 
and interest of which, interest is deductible for tax 
purposes. The intention here is to develop the entire cash 
flow from which both principal and interest can be 
serviced. More will be said on this in Chapter 5.

4.3 Risk Adjusted Cash Flow
Development project cash flows may include proved
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developed producing, proved developed nonproducing, and 
proved undeveloped reserve types. Ideally, cash flow from 
proved producing reserves would be sufficient to amortize 
all debt accumulated during development. However, in large 
development projects this is unlikely and cash flow from 
riskier reserve types and reserve estimation techniques 
must be relied upon.

Banks generally apply a risk factor to nonproducing and 
undeveloped reserves. There are two sets of assumptions 
applied depending on the engineer's best judgement. First, 
it may be felt that the reserves assigned to each 
prospective location are too optimistic and should be 
scaled back. Or secondly, some of the locations may be 
deemed high risk and the probability of completing them all 
as producing wells is very low; those locations will not be 
given any reserves.

While it is quite common for banks to make risk 
adjustments, they are often employed incorrectly.
Typically, 100 percent of the proved developed producing 
cash flow is given value while only some percentage of the 
proved undeveloped cash flow is given value. For example, 
let us assume the following combination of cash flows are 
expected from a development drilling program :

Total Cash Flow = (4-3)
(1.0 X Proved Producing) + (0.5 X Proved Undeveloped)
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Reorganizing the latter half of equation 4-3, and using 
before income tax cash flow as most banks do, yields the 
following :

0.5 Proved Undeveloped = 0.5 X f Gross Revenue (4-4)
-Cash Deductions

Direct Operating Cost 
General and Administrative 
Severance Tax 
Advalorem Tax 
Windfall Profit Tax 

-Capital Cost 
Leasehold 
Tangible

Mathematically, scaling net cash flow is equivalent to 
scaling each individual component of cash flow. Comparing 
the actual results of this approach to the intended results 
as stated in the assumptions, certain glaring 
inconsistencies are found. The first assumption stated 
that reserves should be scaled back to compensate for 
overestimation. Equation 4-4 scales back not only reserves 
but operating costs and capital costs. If a well has less 
reserves, it does not imply that it will cost less to 
drill, complete, equip, or operate.

The appropriate cash flow calculation should be 
computed by scaling back only net production and then 
performing the rest of the calculations as one would have 
in the first place based on the 50 percent production 
volumes. The difference between what was intended and what 
actually results, is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 
Comparison of Correctly and Incorrectly 

Risk Adjusted Cash Flow
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During the development phase, capital costs are 
underestimated by 50 percent and during the production 
phase, cash flow is overestimated by 50 percent of the 

operating costs. This could have a serious impact on the 
financing as the bank would have underestimated borrowing 
requirements on one hand, while overestimating cash flow 
available for debt service on the other. The bank could 
find itself in a situation where the borrowing company is 
not able to complete development of the project unless it 
can borrow more funds and if more money is lent in order to 
complete the project, there may not be sufficient cash flow 
to repay the total amount of debt.

Unfortunately, these problems do not manifest 
themselves until later during the development phase. By 
that time, most or all of the money may be lent out and the 
bank is faced with a difficult decision.

The second assumption stated that only a percentage of 
the total wells drilled would be successful. Proving this 
requires spending all the intangible drilling costs and 
some portion of the completion costs depending on the 
number of successful wells. Capital costs would be 
underestimated by 50 percent of the IDC's in this case and 
similar financing problems could arise as in the previous 
example.
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CHAPTER 5 

FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS

5.1 Assessing Project Risks and Defining Recourse

Once the basic after-tax cash flow has been calculated 
for a project, analysis of a compatible financing structure 
and loan amount can begin. Each development project has 
unique characteristics which must be fully assessed when 
evaluating and designing the financing structure. Not only 
will projects be unique, but so will the borrower's 
financial objectives. One principle which remains 
unchallenged is that more risk requires more recourse 
and/or supports less loan amount. A general set of 
procedures which should be followed in arriving at these 
tradeoffs is seen below.

1. Detailed review of technical risks by the 
engineering department
A. Reserve
B. Completion
C. Operating
D. Other

2. Assessment of market risks
3. Assessment of participant risks
4. Construct pro forma cash flow using a computer

model
5. Integrate the borrower's financial objectives and

capabilities with project requirements and risks
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as constrained by the bank's philosophy and risk 
aversion to determine the appropriate :
A. Length of Loan (Term)
B . Coverage (i.e. ability of cash flow to service 

debt)
6. Perform Sensitivity analysis using the computer 

model to fine tune loan amount as constrained by 
term and coverage under various worst case 
scenarios

7. Tailor the proper financial structure and loan 
amount as indicated by 1 through 6 above ensuring 
that all risks are properly accounted for

5.11 Technical Risks
Since the lender is taking on substantially more risk 

in development financing than under corporate lending, it 
is paramount that a thorough review of all the technical 
risks be performed. Chapter 3 discussed, in detail, the 
engineering appraisal and economic inputs. This section 
will tie that discussion directly to the financing elements.

Reserve Risk
The degree of exploratory work already completed and 

the nature of the project will help determine the amount of 
recourse required by the bank. For example, if several 
exploratory wells have been completed and reservoir limits 
defined for a simple geologic structure consisting of a 
homogeneous "blanket" formation, then one can be more 
comfortable with the reserves. On the other hand, if 
little exploratory drilling has occurred and the geologic
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structure is complex, then the reserves are inherently more 
risky.

Obviously, the riskier the reserve types and techniques 
used to estimate them, the more recourse required by the 
bank, at least until project completion or at such point 
where reserve risk is mitigated by well testing and/or 
performance, or the less loan amount provided by the bank.

Completion Risk
There is a period during which development drilling, 

construction of platforms, pipelines, gas plants, and the 
like must occur before the development phase is 
"completed." In development financing, the lenders are 
assuming the risk that, for one reason or another, the 
project is not completed and hence cash flow never 
generated.

Completion risk can be mitigated by using (1) proved 
technology, (2) established contractors, (3) companies with 
proven records, (4) making sure that the project is fully 
insured against natural disasters, and (5) precompletion 
guarantees by the borrower.

Operating Risk
Operating risks arise once the project has reached 

completion of the development phase and day to day
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operations begin. If new or technologically untried 
production practices are being employed or the project is 
located in a harsh climate, operating risks can be fairly 
high. If, on the other hand, standard production practices 
are employed, there is very little operating risk. No 
matter how well a project looks at completion, it must 
operate to produce cash flow.

5.12 Market Risk
There must be a proven market for the production, as 

well as a means of transporting the production to market. 
Market risk can be mitigated with off-take agreements, gas 
contracts with take-or-pay clauses, and integrated project 
relationships to upstream refining and marketing operations.

Market risk should not be underestimated as recent 
developments in the domestic gas market have indicated. 
Production curtailment and shut-in gas wells coupled with 
contract renegotiations have significantly reduced many 
companies' cash flow.

5.13 Participant Risk
It is absolutely necessary for the operator to be 

financially and technically strong, and preferably the 
borrower is also the operator. However, other project 
sponsors and/or joint venture partners must possess the
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wherewithal to carry themselves through completion and 
operation of the project. If one sponsor is particularly 
weak, there must be other sponsors capable of picking up 
the slack. Problems associated with one project sponsor 
should not place the entire project in jeopardy.

5. 2 Associating Risk with Recourse
Once the various risks have been assessed, it is 

possible to lay foundations for a more definitive financing 
structure. The structure may range from a non-recourse 
project loan to a fully guaranteed corporate loan. There 
is plenty of room in between for hybrid structures which 
minimize specific project risks while maximizing loan 
amount and term.

On a non-recourse basis, there are two popular 
structures : (1) a corporate loan to a wholly-owned single 
purpose subsidiary who is one of the project sponsors, and 
(2) production payment financing tied solely to project 
cash flow.

Under a corporate loan, the bank would look initially 
to a mortgage and assignment of contractual rights or a 
negative pledge on the assets as collateral for the loan 
and later to project cash flow for repayment. Depending on 
the degree of recourse required by the bank, the lender may 
need to look to the parent company for pre-completion or
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post-completion guarantees. These guarantees should be 
tailored to eliminate the risk in question. For example, 
if cost overruns are of great concern, the parent company 
could guarantee to fund such costs themselves if they arise.

Under production payment financing, the lender looks 
initially to an assignment of security interests in the oil 
and.gas properties as collateral for the loan and 
subsequently, to a dedicated percentage of cash flow for 
repayment. If there are substantial risks which could not 
be covered by a guarantee, on a project stand alone basis, 
then loan amount must be reduced to compensate.

Figure 5.1 is a conceptual aid developed by the author 
to show how risk can be translated into recourse.

Figure 5.1 Example Risk/Recourse Tradeoff Matrix

Recourse
Risk

Non-
Recourse

Limited
Recourse

Completely
Recourse

Reserve ( D *
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(2)** (3)***
Completion
Operating
Market

(2)
(2 )
(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)Participant 

TOTAL RISK RATING 5 10 15
*(1) Low Risk 

**(2) Medium Risk 
*** (3) High Risk

Assuming that values between one and three, one being
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the lowest and three the highest, could be assigned to each 
risk, the lowest possible risk rating would be five and the 
highest possible would be 15. Obviously, if a project were 
assigned a rating of five it would be a good candidate for 
non-recourse financing while a project with a rating of 15 
should be guaranteed.

Depending on the lenders aversion to risk, it could 
develop much more specific quantitative criteria for 
defining the amount of recourse required by a project. For 

example, the criteria for a non-recourse loan might be (1) 
that the total risk rating should be less than or equal to 
seven, and (2) no individual category may have a "high" 
risk rating. A limited recourse loan might require (1) a 
total risk rating less than or equal to 12, and (2) those 
categories rated as "high risk" should be covered by some 
type of corporate guarantee. For example, if the 
completion risk is very high, then the lender might look to 
the parent company to guarantee some portion or all of the 
outstanding debt until such time as certain completion 
tests could be met by the project. At that time, the 
guarantees would be released and the loan would become 
non-recourse.

5.3 Decision Criteria Used By Banks
Since debt repayment is from project cash flow, most
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decision making criteria is going to be geared towards 
measuring the ability of cash flow to cover debt service 
obligations. Hence/ the term cash flow available for debt 
service (CFADS). There will be different definitions for 
CFADS depending upon the type of financing structure. For 
example, one would expect a non-recourse production payment 
to have a CFADS based on net after-tax cash flow so that 
all costs which must be met out of the project's cash flow 
are deducted before calculating amounts left over to 
service principal and interest. As a general rule, 
production payments specify a dedicated amount of net cash 
flow to arrive at CFADS.

When the financing structure is set up as a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of a strong corporate entity, there 
is much more flexibility in the definition of CFADS due to 
the ability of the parent company to guarantee certain 
portions of the cash flow i.e. taxes, operating costs, 
capital costs, etc. The borrower's CFADS can support a 
higher loan amount while the parent company incurs 
contingent liabilities up to the amount of their 
guarantees. The project is more leveraged, and so long as 
it is healthy, the borrower receives a higher equity rate 
of return while the bank is secured.

5.31 Borrowing Requirements
In development financing, not only is it necessary for
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the bank to determine how much it would be willing to lend, 
it must also estimate how much total financing will be 
necessary to complete the borrower's share of the project. 
When project economics do not support 100 percent debt 
financing, the lender must be assured that the borrower has 
enough of its own cash to meet the additional financing 
requirements. Moreover, when the borrower has its own 
equity invested in a project, it is less inclined to walk 
away from a marginal project in which the bank has accepted 
project risk.

5.32 Appropriate Levels of Coverage
Coverage measures the ability of CFADS to cover debt 

service, i.e. both principal and interest, and is generally 
measured as the ratio of CFADS to principal and interest 
payments. CFADS should be after tax where the tax 
calculation accounts for interest deductibility but 
interest has been added back to net cash flow ; that is, net 
after tax cash flow plus interest equals CFADS. Just as 
there are various definitions for CFADS, there are various 
formulae for measuring coverage. Certainly, the more risk 
a lender accepts, the more coverage he requires and since 
required coverage quantitatively assesses the amount of 
project risk, it will become the primary constraint in 
determination of loan amount. Only the most prevalent
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types of coverage used in reserve based lending will be 
discussed. Others do exist but are generally derivations 
of those discussed.

Undiscounted Coverage
Undiscounted coverage is the ratio of remaining CFADS 

divided by remaining principal and interest payments. In 
other words, a ratio of 1.75 would indicate that there is 
$1.75 of CFADS for every $1.00 of debt service. There are 
two variations of this ratio:

(1)Life of loan coverage ratio-looks at CFADS only 
through the term of the loan. It is seen in equation 
5-1 n

" >  (CFADS) i (5-1)
Life of Loan = <=|n - - - - - - - - - - -

%Z> (Principal+Interest) £
1=1

where i = Current period of repayment 
n = Last period of repayment

(2)Life of reserves coverage ratio-looks at CFADS 
through the economic life of the reserves and is seen 
in equation 5-2. n

7 >  (CFADS) i (5-2)
Life of Reserves = i=ln

% >  (Principal+Interest)i 
i= I

where i= Current period of repayment
n= Last period of economic reserves
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Discounted Coverage
Discounted Coverage is the ratio of the present value 

of remaining CFADS, discounted at the before tax interest 
rate on debt, divided by the undiscounted loan balance.
The undiscounted loan balance is equivalent to the 
remaining principal payments. Effectively, the numerator 
measures how much principal could be serviced and the 
denominator, how much principal there is to be serviced.
Once again, there are two variations of this ratio based 
upon a life of loan and life of reserves perspective. The 
formula for discounted life of loan coverage is seen in 
equation 5-3.

n
(CFADS) i X (1 + r)"1 

Life of Loan = j= |_______________ _________
Beginning Loan Balance (5-3)

where i = Current period of repayment 
n = Last period of repayment 
r = Interest rate on debt

The equation for discounted life of reserves coverage
will be the same as equation 5-3 except that n will be the
last period of economic reserves.

Reserve Coverage
Reserve Coverage is the ratio of remaining reserves, at 

payout of the loan, divided by ultimate recovery. It
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measures the percentage of recoverable reserves left in the 
ground at payout of the loan. The higher the reserve risk, 
the more reserve coverage is necessary.

Each bank has its own approach to determining which 
coverage ratio is appropriate and how much coverage is 
necessary. It will vary from project to project and is a 
function of the characteristics unique to that project. 
Traditionally, banks have required either a 2 to 1 
undiscounted life of reserves coverage or 2 to 1 reserve 
coverage based on the assumption that downside risk would 
be more than offset by 2 to 1 coverage (Dodson, 1960, p.
21) .

5.4 Construction of The Computer Model
In order to fully analyze projects with thousands of 

interrelationships, computer models are essential. Models 
can be constructed so that engineering, economic, and 
financial aspects of a project are integrated and the 
impact of changes in any variable measured against 
coverage, term, and loan amount. A computer model was 
developed by the author for this thesis and is not 
important in itself but is useful as an illustrative tool.
A hypothetical development scenario is run through the 
model to exemplify the procedures discussed and, as such, 
is not intended to bear any resemblance to existing
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projects.

5.41 Hypothetical Development Scenario
Suppose a bank is approached by a company, with whom it 

wishes to do business, and is asked to finance 100 percent 
of the acquisition and development costs for some proved 
undeveloped natural gas reserves. The company wishes to 
borrow on a nonrecourse basis with repayment to begin one 
year after all development drilling has been completed and 
be based on 100 percent dedication of cash flow. 
Furthermore, let us assume that the engineering appraisal 
has already been completed by the bank's engineer and that 
the reserves and production rates have been determined by 
him.

The acquisition price is $55 million and would require 
a two year, 24 well development drilling program estimated 
to cost $29.95 million. Total reserves are 100 billion 
cubic feet of natural gas ; about 4.2 billion cubic feet per 
well.

The field is located in Wyoming on private property and 
is subject to a royalty rate of 12.5 percent of gross 
revenue. Severance and advalorem tax rates are six percent 
and 4.5 percent of net revenue, respectively. The gas has 
been classified as section 107 i.e., gas from a tight 
formation, and will receive a price of $4.60 million BTU,
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as of 1983. Gas tests revealed, that one thousand cubic 
feet of the gas was equivalent to one million BTU. Direct 
operating costs are expected to run 15 percent of gas sales 
before deduction of royalties and production taxes.
General and administrative costs are $2 million per year.

The development wells will be drilled to a depth of 
eight to ten thousand feet with drilling and completion 
taking approximately two months per well. The company has 
contracted two rigs for the next two years and, therefore, 
will complete two new wells every two months for the next 
two years. Each well will cost $1.2 million, in 1983 
dollars, of which 65 percent are intangibles and 35 percent 
are tangibles.

Production volumes will build up, as each well is 
brought on stream, at a rate of .9 million cubic feet of 
gas per day until a plateau of 21.6 million cubic feet per 
day or, 7.8 billion cubic feet per year, is reached. The 
.9 million cubic feet per day is below each well's capacity 
and is a restriction imposed by the pipeline company. At 
such rates, it is estimted that by 1990, capacity will be 
less than the .9 million cubic feet per day and production 
decline will begin at an annual rate of 10 percent per year.

It is assumed that prices will escalate at five percent 
per year while costs will escalate at eight percent per 
year. The company is in the 50 percent tax bracket and
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must carry tax losses forward until they can be offset. 
The economic assumptions are summarized in table 5.1 and 
will be referred to as the base case assumptions.

Table 5.1 Base Case Economic Assumptions For 
Hypothetical Development Project

CATEGORY BASE AMOUNT ESCALATION RATE
Acquisition Cost $55 MM
Drilling & Completion $1.2MM/Well 8% p.a.
I D C s  65%
Tangibles 35%
Direct Operating 15% of Gross Sales
G & A $2.OMM/Year 8% p.a.
Royalties 12.5% of Gross Sales
Severance Tax 6.0% Gross Sales-Royalties
Ad Valorem Tax 4.5% Gross Sales-Royalties
Income Tax 50%
Gas Price $4.6/MCF 5% p.a.
Working Interest 75%

Using the base case assumptions, an after-tax 
unleveraged cash flow analysis was run to test the 
economics of the project. The project has a current dollar 
discounted rate of return of 19.74 percent. Detailed 
calculations and a present value profile may be seen in 
Table 5.2. Given the high rate of return, further analysis 
should be conducted to determine (1) how much of the 
acquisition and development cost the bank would be willing 
to finance on a nonrecourse basis, (2) if it could not
finance 100 percent of the project, then how much equity
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would be required, and (3) if equity is less satisfactory 
to the borrower than corporate guarantees, what type of 
guarantees would be necessary. When the bank will not 
provide what the borrower has initially asked for, it 
should come back with its next best offer which is as 
closely suited to the financial objectives of the borrower 
as possible.

Since the bank has been asked to finance 100 percent of 
the acquisition and development cost for this project, it 
follows, that if cash flows are negative, the company must 
borrow that amount plus the interest cost on that amount, 
which is then capitalized. When cash flows are positive, 
the company repays principal and interest until the loan is 
fully amortized. This process, for the base case, is seen 
in Table 5.3. Interest is computed at a 15 percent rate 
assuming that both drawdowns and repayments occur during 
the middle of the year (average balance method).

It should be noted that when interest is introduced 
into the cash flow calculation, it results in tax savings 
due to its deductibility. The incremental tax savings, in 
turn, increase the amount of cash flow available for 
repaying principal and results in a simultaneous equation 
when interest is calculated using average loan balance.
The computer model developed for this thesis is written in 
a financial modeling language which handles the solution of
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TABLE 5.2 BASE CASE UNLEVERAGED ECONOMICS
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simultaneous equations quite easily. However, the problem 
can be obviated by calculating interest on beginning 
balance instead.

In order to finance 100 percent of the project, $57.13 
million and $12.70 million would have to be financed in 
1983 and 1984 respectively for a total loan amount of 
$69*83 million. Of that amount, $13.8 million would be 
capitalized interest. Principal repayment begins in 1986, 
after a one year grace period, with 100 percent of cash 
flow and continues until 1990 at which time the loan is 
fully amortized.

The coverage ratios defined in Section 5.31 are also 
seen in Table 5.3. The most important coverage ratio is 
the one which occurs during the first year of repayment 
because it measures how much coverage there is on the 
maximum amount of borrowed funds; subsequent coverage 
ratios are based on the declining loan balance.

The base case coverage ratios look good. On an 
undiscounted basis, debt service is covered 1.14 times over 
the life of the loan and 2.04 times over the life of the 
reserves. Moreover, when the loan pays out, 45.88 percent 
of the recoverable reserves remain in the ground. In view 
of these coverages, a bank would probably be willing to 
lend $70 million on a nonrecourse basis with repayment to 
begin in 1986 from 100 percent dedication of project cash
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TABLE 5.3 BASE CASE LOAN ANALYSIS
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flow. However, the analysis should not stop here simply 
because the coverage ratios look good. Unfortunately, many 
banks do stop their analysis at this point.

5.42 Sensitivity Analysis and Worst Case Scenario
Sensitivity analysis could be performed on every 

variable over every range of values and, in fact, would 
tell a bank very little about what really concerns it.
Banks are mainly concerned with whether or not they get 
paid back in the worst case. Any case inbetween has little 
relevance aside from cosmetic appearance. If the loan 
amount arrived at in the base case cannot be fully repaid 
in the worst case, then the bank may (1) require some type 
of guarantee to cover the risk or risks which caused the 
failure, or (2) finance less of the project.

The worst case must be carefully constructed so that it 
incorporates assummptions which truly capture the element 
and degree of downside risk associated with any given 
event. The worst case should not incorporate arbitrary or 
meaningless assumptions merely for the sake of conservatism.

Let us assume that natural gas prices and volume 
offtake are the two major concerns of the bank in this 
case. It feels that, gas prices could remain constant 
through 1985 before escalating, once again, at five 
percent. It also believes that if the demand for gas
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remains slack, the pipeline company might exercise its 
contractual right to limit the gas take to 85 percent of 
the specified contract amount (.9 million cubic feet per 
day) beginning in 1984. This contractual right, called the 
"take or pay" clause, is included in many gas sales 
agreements and defines the minimum gas take allowed before 
the purchaser must pay for volumes it declines to receive 
delivery of.

The results with worst case assumptions are seen in 
Table 5.4. Maximum loan amount, based on financial 
requirements, is now increased to $74.11 million, of which 
$15.94 million is capitalized interest, and occurs in 1985 
instead of 1984. The loan pays out in 1995 at which time,
19.04 percent of recoverable gas reserves remain in the 
ground. On an undiscounted basis, the $74.11 million is 
covered 1.21 times over the life of the reserves. It 
should be noted that when comparing the life of loan 
coverage ratios, one must be careful to compare ratios 
calculated from CFADS over the same time interval.
Otherwise, one is comparing apples and oranges and may be 
misled. Since the base case and worst case loans pay out 
in different years, the life of reserves coverage should be 
compared rather than the life of loan coverage.

From analyzing the results of the worst case, it 
appears that a bank could finance 100 percent of the
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TABLE 5.4 WORST CASE LOAN ANALYSIS
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project on a nonrecourse basis and still have coverage to 
spare. So long as there were no other significant risks 
besides price and volume, the bank could propose a 
nonrecourse loan according to the following terms :

(1) The maximum loan amount would be $75 million of 
which, the last $5 million could only be drawn if soft 
gas prices or a reduction in gas take made it 
absolutely necessary.
(2) The available funds could be drawn through 1984, 
only so long as development drilling continues as 
planned. Funds could also be drawn in 1985 but only 
until the $75 million limit is reached and subject to 
conditions in (1).
(3) Repayment would begin no later than 1986 and be 
based on 100 percent dedication of the after tax 
CFADS. This would allow for a one year grace period in 
the event that drawdowns cease in 1984. Otherwise, 
there would be no grace period.
(4) Final maturity of the loan could occur no later 
than 1995 though repayment at an earlier date would be 
preferable.

These are very general terms and used to point out is 
that structures should be designed in a fashion that allows 
for a sensible degree of flexibility in future events while
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remaining cohesive enough to permit the bank to cut its 
losses short or take over the project if unforeseen events 
warrant it. The terms should go on to define specifically 
(1) what conditions must be met by the borrower before the 
bank will allow drawdowns to occur, (2) what events would
constitute a default of the loan, and (3) all other details 
which govern the transaction.

5.43 Examples of Incorrect Analysis
This section is intended to briefly examine the two 

most commonly practiced misapplications of analysis in oil 
and gas development financing. They are (1) use of before 
tax cash flows, and (2) improper use of risk adjusted cash 
flows.

Examination of ignoring income taxes will also be done 
using the computer model. Table 5.5 is the computer output 
from the base case using before tax cash flow. It was 
produced by setting the income tax rate to zero. A 
comparison of its results to the base case incorporating 
income taxes are seen in Table 5.6.
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TABLE 5.5 BEFORE TAX LOAN ANALYSIS
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Table 5.6 Comparison of After-Tax to Before-Tax Coverage 
and Payout Date on the Base Case

Payout Life of Loan Coverage
Date Undiscounted Discounted

Before Tax 1989 2.70 1.92
After Tax 1990 2.04 1.57
Difference 1 year -24.4% -18.2%

All the effects are adverse. Final maturity is one 
year later and coverage is decreased by 18 to 24 percent.
A decrease of such magnitude may be more than many projects 
could stand. For example, let us assume that the worst 
case scenario had an undiscounted life of loan coverage of 
1.15 but was based on before tax CFADS. If the worst case 
came to pass and the actual tax affect on coverage was a 24 
percent decrease, then the effective life of loan coverage 
would only be .874 i.e. only 87 cents of debt service for 
each dollar of debt. The bank would be faced with a bad 
loan.

Problems resulting from risk adjusted cash flows were 
already discussed to some degree. A common practice in 
many banks, is to ignore development costs entirely and 
risk adjust the positive project cash flows (which may be 
before tax) by scaling them as shown in Chapter 4. Then, 
they determine how much debt the cash flow could support.
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The resulting loan amount is made available without regard 
to specific terms for drawing it down or an analysis of the 
total financial requirements imposed by the project. Very 
often, the borrower will draw the full amount of the loan 
facility in a very short time, applying some of the funds 
to development drilling and some to unrelated incidentals. 
When the funds are all used up, the borrower returns to the 
bank and asks for more money to develop the rest of the 
wells because development drilling has "proved" up more of 
the reserves.

If the completed wells are performing according to the 
bank's risk adjusted cash flows then, logically, it cannot 
lend any more against exactly the same cash flow without 
giving up coverage. On the other hand, it may never 
realize the full amount of the risk adjusted cash flow 
because the borrower may not be able to complete the total 
number of wells necessary to generate that cash flow. In 
reality, the bank may not have any coverage at all.

Unfortunately, these scenarios are all too common. Oil 
prices increased so rapidly over the last several years, 
that banks were able to perform that type of analysis 
without realizing any adverse implications. Of course, it 
was also those rising prices which induced banks to adopt a 
more aggressive posture though there is no substitute for, 
or short cuts around, comprehensive analysis.
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

Oil ai id gas development financing is an important topic 
not only to banks but also to oil companies, who seek the 
financing, and, implicitly, to the general public, who 
deposit their savings in banks for safekeeping and consume 
the energy produced by the projects.

Along with the energy boom came increased demands on 
banks to finance development of the projects. Banks were 
asked to accept more project risks than they had in the 
past requiring detailed technical, economic, and financial 
evaluation. The author has noted practices to this type of 
lending which are totally inadequate and has also noted 
growing questions concerning the analytical method employed 
by banks in general. The failure of the Penn Square Bank 
is a case in point.

The growth of literature in the area did not keep pace 
with the growth of the field. In fact, a serious appraisal 
of the technical, economic, and financial aspects of 
development financing written from the bank's perspective, 
is conspiciously lacking. The author has synthesized all
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three of these areas as they directly impact lending 
against undeveloped oil and gas reserves, from the bank's 
point of view. This thesis would be of interest to:

1) engineers moving from the oil and gas industry 
into banking,

2) engineers doing evaluation work for oil companies 
which will be approaching the banks for financing,

3) bankers who are moving from another area of 
banking to oil ang gas lending, and

4) professionals who have been in oil and gas lending 
for years and have been looking for this type of 
general reference.

In this specialized area of banking, it is important
for bankers to develop more than a vague notion of what
engineers do in assessing technical risks which form the 
basis of reserve based financing.

At the same time, it is equally important for both 
bankers and engineers to understand how all project risks 
impact the decisions of (1) how much debt a project can 
support and (2) how the financing should be structured to
maximize the borrower's position subject to the risk
exposure faced by the bank.

Development projects begin once the exploration phase
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is completed and results in proved reserves. Development 
of the reserves requires a period of capital investment and 
faces various project risks before positive cash flows can 
be generated. Development financing provides a means of 
conforming both borrowing and repayment to the project cash 
flow. It also has many advantages over other types of 
financing.

Banks need to screen the projects based on criteria 
such as (1) who the borrower is (2) the nature of the 
project, (3) risks the bank would be accepting, and (4) how 
much financing is required, is used to select the most 
compatible projects to finance given the existing loan 
portfolio. This process helps the bank to focus its energy 
and devote its scarce engineering resources to best use.

The technical and economic appraisal should be of 
paramount concern to banks. Particular attention is paid 
to defining the categories of oil and gas reserves and then 
examining the methods of reserve estimation and production 
rate forecasting applicable to each one. In doing so, each 
method : analogy, volumetries, extrapolation of performance 
trends, material balance, and reservoir simulation, is 
explained at a detailed enough level to functionally 
educate non-engineers on the concepts of petroleum 
engineering, yet is also of interest to petroleum 
engineers. The data requirements, advantages, and
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disadvantages of each method is presented, always with the 
emphasis on assessing risk.

All of the economic inputs applied to the calculation 
of before income tax cash flow : prices, production taxes, 
operating costs, and capital costs, are also explained. 
Specific information on (1) how they are calculated, (2)
how to use them, and (3) sources of comparative information 
is provided. The tax accounting guidlines applicable to 
the oil and gas industry are then introduced to convert 
cash flow to an after tax basis. It was assumed that the 
reader already had a fundamental understanding of 
accounting principles.

The technical and economic foundations of development 
financing are then integrated with the financial 
considerations. It is intended shown how a project's 
inherent characteristics impact the appropriate financing 
sturcture.

The main criterion used by banks to calculate loan 
amount is coverage, i.e. how many times cash flow will 
cover each dollar of debt service. The amount of coverage 
required by a project is dependent upon the assessment of 
project risks. If serious risks are alleviated by recourse 
to the borrower through corporate guarantees, then less 
coverage will be required. On the other hand, if 
guarantees are not available, then higher coverage
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requirements will be necessary and thus constrain the loan 
amount which means that the borrower must be able to 
provide equity to finance the remainder of the project.

A hypothetical development project is analyzed with a 
computer model to exemplify the process. Sensitivity 
analysis is used to iterate to the best financing 
arrangements.

6.2 Conclusions

The development of new oil and gas reserves is becoming 
more complex than in the past. For banks to participate in 
the financing of these reserves, they must not only have 
the appropriate technical staffs who can analyze technical 
risks, but they must also have bankers and engineers who 
can work in tandem to tailor finaincing structures which 
eradicate as much of the risks as possible while allowing 
the maximum flexibility to the borrower.

A chasm often exists between the engineer and the 
banker. Needless to say, this will not create the 
conditions most conducive to development financing. This 
thesis is a bridge between the disciplines of engineering 
and banking. It is an integrated and comprehensive 

treatise on the technical, economic, and financial aspects 
of reserve based financing where none has been presented
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before.

6.3 Areas For Further Study

There are a host of related topics directly and 
indirectly associated with this thesis. While this thesis 
was directed towards financing domestic oil and gas 
projects, it is possible to develop a similar thesis for 
foreign projects. The topics of political risk and 
changing tax structures would play a much greater role.

An historical survey of oil an gas loan failures would 
provide good material to hypothesize on the major causes of 
loan failure. Suggestions could be made on how to avoid 
the recurrence of similar situations.

Another topic of interest would be an analysis of how 
the ability to finance one project over another affects the 
capital budgeting decisions of oil and gas companies. That 
is, one project may have a higher discounted rate of 
return, on a unleveraged basis, than another ; however, the 
latter project may be more suitable to reserve based 
financing thereby requiring less equity investment. On an 
invested equity basis, the rate of return may be higher for 
the more leveraged project. This event cannot help but 
affect managements project selection.

There are a host of corporate structures which oil
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companies can operate within. They can from limited 
partnerships, joint venture partnerships, wholly-owned 
subsidiary companies, etc. It would be useful to examine 
the advantages and disadvantages of these various 
structures while focusing on the trends which will emerge 
during the current price slump.

The analysis of financing oil and gas development could 
be altered to facilitate the exigencies of the mining 
industry. Though there are similarities between the two 
industries, there are significant differences in the 
technical requirements, lead time for construction, and 
nature of market for the resource. These differences will 
require unique considerations in the arrangement of bank 
financing.
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